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INTRODUCTION
This is a language manual on the dialect of Mandingo most widely spoken in Sierra Leone. It is written
for an audience literate in American English. Mandingo is not a major language in Sierra Leone: Mandingoes
consist of about 8% of the total population. However, the Mandingo people and their language are a part of a
ethnolinguistic mosaic that spreads across West Africa, transcending old colonial boundaries in an intricate
pattern of languages and cultures that have been mixing for 1000s of years. The pockets of Mandingo speakers
found in Sierra Leone today are the result of a long history of different groups of people moving across cultures
and boundaries: the movement of war parties, the movement of traders, the movement of teachers, which has
left an influence on the languages and people of West Africa that is apparent to this day.
African languages are traditionally broken into four phyla by linguists: Niger`Congo; Nilo`Saharan,
Afroasiatic, and Khosian. Mandingo belongs to Niger`Congo, an enormous language family that encompasses
two thirds of the roughly 2,000 languages spoken in Africa, from Zulu in South Africa, to Yoruba in Nigeria, to
Bambara in Mali. The languages along the West African coast, including those in Sierra Leone, are defined by
the interaction between two branches of the Niger`Congo family: Mande languages and Atlantic languages.
Atlantic languages are the languages descended from those languages spoken by the original inhabitants of the
area; Mande languages were brought to the area by people who came from farther inland. As Mande speakers
migrated towards the coast, they surrounded and in some cases displaced Atlantic speakers, resulting in the
creation of new languages and dialects. These two groups of langauges, Atlantic and Mande, do not necessarily
constitute a group of related languages. Rather, the Atlantic name simply refers to those languages that were
spoken on the Atlantic coast before the Mande came; and the Mande name refers to those languages that were
carried from father inland.
The movement of the Mande towards the Atlantic coast happened in two stages. The first consisted of
the gradual movement of people like traders and blacksmiths, who came peacefully and settled down among the
local Atlantic speaking people. This happened during the first 1000 years of the Common Era. The second
stage happened later, between the 13th and 16th centuries. During this stage, the movement of the Mande
people was more violent, associated with the series of military conquests that surrounded the rise and fall of the
Mali empire.
During this era of conflict and expansion for the Mande, two names became particularly prominent:
Sundiata Keita and Mansa Musa. Sundiata Keita is famous for consolidating power along the upper Niger into
what later became the empire of Mali, ruling from about 1230 to 1255. He is nearly mythical figure, his story
handed down by generations of oral story tellers, or griots. The book Sundiata: An Epic of Old Mali is a
transcription of the story of Sundiata as told by one of these traditional story tellers. It is a grand tale of heroes,
prophecies, and victories, the plot of which served as the basis for the movie, The Lion King.
Mansa Musa ruled the Mali empire a few generations after Sundiata, coming to power in 1312. He
greatly expanded the Mali empire, making it into one of the largest in the world at that time. He established
control over all the trade routes in the area and his power stretched across the modern countries of Guinea, Mali,
and Niger, to the northern edge of the Sahara desert. In 1324 he made a famous pilgrimage to Mecca, passing
through Eygpt on the way. He had carried so much gold with him in his caravan, and he gave it away so
lavishly, that he temporarily drove down the price of gold on the Cairo market.
In the course of this second, more violent expansion of the Mande, the Mande speaking warriors in
many cases dominated the local Atlantic speaking people, imposing their own authority and customs. Many
local people, once subjugated, were recruited into the ranks of the Mande army. The Mande warriors were
effective fighters and used aggressive tactics, including putting poison on their weapons. In area around Sierra
Leone, there were fearsome reports about the Sumba, recruits in the Mande army who were said to practice
cannibalism with the bodies of those they defeated. By 1400 the Mali empire entered into decline and by 1550
it had essentially collapsed . The end of the empire probably further contributed to the spread and fragmentation
of Mande as local warlords began to take control.
In the wake of this often violent encounter between the Mande and Atlantic people, new dialects and
languages were created. As the Mande soldiers spread out from the upper Niger, the Mande language spread
too, gradually fragmenting and creating new languages. The ethnolinguistic environment in Sierra Leone still
bears the traces of this expansion today. The Mendes are said to be descended from a Mande raiding party that
first settled on the coast of Liberia and mixed with the local people. The Loko, linguistically related to Mende,
were created when a war party was cut off from the rest of the group. The Kono people trace their origin to a
Mande expedition party that was told to wait (makono,wait) while the rest of the group went to the coast to look
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for salt. The Kuranko people trace their origin to a group of Mande warriors who were to told to wait under a
plum tree (kurduwa kordor, under the plum tree, became the name "Kuranko"). To this day Mande family
names are common among almost all tribes in Sierra Leone, including Atlantic groups like the Limba and the
Themne. Mande family names include surnames such as Bangura, Kamara, Kargbo, Conte, Koroma, Sillah and
Turay.
The Mandingo language is a Mande language; more specifically, it is a part of what linguists call the
Manding cluster, a closely related set of dialects that originated in the area along the upper Niger where the Mali
empire first developed. Today, these Manding dialects are spoken in Guinea, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Ivory
Coast, and the Gambia. The languages of the Manding cluster have different names, but they are so closely
related that linguists consider them to be a dialect continuum of a single language. The name Mandingo, first of
all, is not the real name for the people and the language; Mandingo is the English name, a corruption of the
name Mandingoes call themselves, Manika, or in some dialects, Mandinka. In some parts of West Africa, the
Mandingoes are called Malinke, but this is simply the French corruption of the local term. Many Mandingoes
consider eastern Guinea, especially around Kankan, to be their ancestral homeland, and they regard the dialect
of Mandingo spoken there to be a more authentic form of Mandingo. In the Gambia, Mandingoes are the
majority ethnic group; the dialect spoken there is known as Mandinko. In Mali, Bambara is widely spoken, a
language closely related to Mandingo, and in northern Ivory Coast and Burkina Faso people speak Dyula, which
is widely used as a trade language and closely related to Bambara. All these languages are considered to be a
part of the Manding cluster.
The Mandingoes were relative late comers to the linguistic scene in Sierra Leone, beginning to arrive in
the area from Guinea in the 17th century. The Mandingoes first came to Sierra Leone as religious teachers. In
the early days of the Mali empire, the kings had converted to Islam, and over the years, the ordinary population
gradually followed the example of their leaders. The Mandingoes developed a tradition of koranic study and the
religion is a part of their identity as an ethnic group. Long before the spread of Western education and English
literacy in Sierra Leone, there was Arabic literacy. An Arabic scholar was more than just a religious person; he
could serve as a scribe for local leaders, keeping records and writing letters. As Mandingo and Fula and Fula
Islamic teachers arrived from the north, they gradually converted a large portion of the indigenous population in
Sierra Leone to Islam. The village of Waridala, for example, served as a center for koranic learning. People
from across Sierra Leone used to send their children to live in Waridala and study with the Mandingo koranic
teachers, the karamorko. These students, the karanden, would grow up in Waridala, having essentially been
adopted by their karamorko. The karaden lived with their karamorko, studying the Koran every day and
working on the farm. Some of the koranic teachers had hundreds of students. Once the students grew up, and
completed their studies, they returned to their home villages, often with a Mandingo wife, and began teaching in
their home towns. Other Mandingoes worked as traveling teachers, and during the dry season they would move
from village to village and teach children about the Koran. Today, this tradition of koranic study has largely
faded, overshadowed by the spread of English based education, though in the villages, children still take their
wala and study with the local karamorko.
Another thing that brought the Mandingoes to Sierra Leone was trade. The ethnic groups of the
Manding cluster have a long history of involvement with business. For example, Dyula traders played a key
role in the gold trade between modern Ghana and the upper Niger and areas farther north. In simple economies
that lack modern banking systems, people depend much more on trust between individuals in order to ensure
that transactions happen as planned. The ethnic group, binding people together by virtue of a common culture
and language, provide an automatic social network in order the facilitate buying and selling and Mandingo
traders use their network of brothers throughout West Africa in their business enterprises. To this day, there is a
high proportion of Mandingoes involved in the gold and diamond trade in Sierra Leone.
The dialect of Mandingo spoken in Sierra Leone, then, is the product of a long process of linguistic
mixing: the various stages of the Mande expansion, the encounters with the Atantic speaking people, and the
more recent movement of Mandingo speaking people for religious and commercial purposes. Today in Sierra
Leone, most Mandingoes have lives similar to the other tribes of Sierra Leone: they work as subsistence
farmers, growing rice, cassava, peppers and groundnuts in order to feed their families. Yet Mandingoes still
seem to view themselves as slightly separate and apart from the other ethnic groups. They remember their
ancestors' arrival in Sierra Leone from far away, recalling their origins in ancient Mali. They hold tight to their
Islamic faith, and they consider themselves to have helped lead the other tribes in Sierra Leone to the Islam.
Mandingoes for the most part are very poor, yet there seems to be a high proportion of Mandingoes who have
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become wealthy: every family seems to have a rich n'kordor, i.e. elder sibling, who resides in some distant city
and makes occasional visits. Many of the small Mandingo villages in Sierra Leone, like Waridala, Karina,
Manjoro, Madina Loko, are filled with large concrete houses with lots of rooms and big verandas, sometimes an
incongruous match with the humble rural setting. This houses seem to be the legacy of a more prosperous time,
before independence from Britain, when Mandingo business men traveled the country, getting rich from their
business dealings and building houses for their relatives back in the village.
In Sierra Leone, people who speak traditional minority languages are isolated: Mandingo is not an
institutionalized part of the mass media or school system, so there is no way to standardize the language to bring
everyone together. Hence even in a small county like Sierra Leone, there is a surprising amount of variation in
vocabulary and idioms, so when people leave their isolated Mandingo speaking community, they carry with
them slight variations in the way they speak. Sometimes the slightest change in dialect can utterly confuse the
beginner, but variation in dialect is an essential part of learning to speak African languages, and native speakers
hardly seem to notice the difference.
One of the major influences on the dialect of Mandingo in Sierra Leone is Krio. It is difficult to gauge
to what extent Krio has influenced the dialect of Mandingo spoken in Sierra Leone because the influence goes
both ways. On the one hand, it was indigenous African languages, such as the languages of the Manding cluster
and other Mande languages, that helped to shape Krio during the era of the "recaptive" settlements in Freetown.
Then on the other hand, Mandingo people often borrow Krio words when speaking in Mandingo, and Krio also
seems to have a deep influence idioms and grammatical structures in Mandingo as it is spoken today in Sierra
Leone. In addition to the influence of Krio, the Kuranko language also influences Sierra Leone Mandingo, and
features of the Mandingo dialect from Guinea seem to appear occasionally. This manual grew out of the dialect
of Mandingo spoken in Waridala and Karina. It is not an authoritative document on Mandingo, but rather an
opportunity to join the conversation.
This manual is is organized according to thematic topic, such as greetings, introductions, talk about the
family, etc. Each unit includes a set of dialogues, vocabulary lists, grammar points, and practice exercises. The
side bar on each page includes extra notes about culture, vocabulary and grammar. In order to facilitate further
study, it would behoove a student to find a local teacher who could help write other dialogues, dialogues specific
to the student's own situation. For example, it would be useful to make dialogues based on often repeated
conversations, or a conversation recently held that the student only half understood. Each unit is filled with
vocabulary and phrases; it is not necessary to learn it all, but simply to pick the most useful phrases and leave
the rest for later study. A language is really learned from other people, not from a book, but this manual can
hopefully be a helpful supplement.
Bibliography:
Alie, Joe AD. 1990. A New History of Sierra Leone. Oxford, UK: Macmillian Education
Childs, G. Tucker. 2010. The Mande and Atlantic Groups of Niger Congo: Prolonged Contact with
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Mandingo Orthography
Vowels: Mandingo has seven vowels:
a
the "a" sound like in "alarm"
fa father
e

daba hoe fanka strength

the long "a" sound as in "ate"
be to fall den child

i

ji water

kε man

nεnε cold

sε to return

tumbu grub julu rope tuntun to push

the long "o" sound as in "hoe"
so town

Ͻ

ti owner

the oo vowel sound as in "zoo"
lu compound

o

li honey

the short "e" sound as in "elephant"
mafεlεn to watch

u

ye to see benba grandfather

the long "e" sound as in "heat"
bi today

ε

dandan to treat

bolo hand

to to leave soso mosquito

the vowel sound "or" as in "sport"
fϽlϽ now

sϽdϽn to acquire mϽ person nϽnϽ milk

There are occasional diphthongs, usually happening as a result of a contraction between two vowels.
The most common diphthong is the long "i" sound as in "ice" represented with the letters "ay";
occasionally "or" will contract with "i" or "a" resulting in the "oi" sound as in "boy" or "toy"
Consonants: Mandingo has seventeen consonants
b
ba goat bin grass bεn to make bon
house

k

kϽ salt kεlε to fight koloma stick
kursi pants

p

pe only one piya avocado

l

lεntuma nail la to put lϽ firewood
lolu five

t

ta fire tεnε aunt
tεn tεn now tu to pound

m

mama grandma mi to drink mεlεng to
brighten mϽ person

j

jεli blood jamana country jankari sick
jan far

ny

nyimi to chew nyϽ corn nya eye
nyari cat

d

dondon rooster don to enter dϽ small
dantan animal

n

nε iron nun nose na mother nεso
bicycle

r

bara work fεrεng lumber fara to tear
taran to meet

h

han until hali even hankili sense

s

sara to pay sεnε farm sisε chicken san
to buy

w

wa bush wili to get up wϽrϽ kola nut
wala writing tablet

gb

gbεlε hard gbili heavy gbang okra
gbεdε other

y

yan here yabibi pineapple yεlε to laugh
yini to search

f

fen thing fin black fan part fili to
throw
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Particular note should be made of the following sounds:
The o sound, and the Ͻ sound are very similar. Consider the difference between these words:
to to leave and tϽ name
do some
and dϽ in
so town and sϽ to pierce
ko to say and kϽ salt
The e sound and the ε sound are very similar. Consider these differences:
je squash
and jεr fish
se to be able and sε to return
te to split
and tε to cut
gb, does not occur in English and takes some practice. Consider the difference:
ban to finish and gban to jump
be to fall
and gbε white
bεn to meet and gbεn to drive away
ny is similar to the ny sound in "canyon". Consider the difference between
yari next year and nyari cat
nεnε cold
and nyεni to burn
na to come and nya eye
y the "y" and the "j" sound seem to be interchangeable in some words; the two sounds seem to blur
together. For example, some people say
yϽn? who
and some people say jϽn?
yεli? how much and some people say jεli?
yati friend
and some people say jati
ng the nasal n sound is very common in Mandingo, but only appears at the end of a word, or
occasionally at the end of a syllable in the middle of a word. It is similar to the “ng” sound found in
English, as in "going" or "singing". For example
kang language
selang needle
minang deer
Neither Consonant or Vowel: Mandingo also has a sort of nasal 'n' sound that is neither a consonant
or a vowel. In this manual this sound is represented with n' . It is very similar to the “n” sound, except
it is shorter and more nasal; it can be pronounced next to consonants without being awkward. The use
of this sound is mostly limited to representing the sound used for the first person pronoun. For
example, consider the following examples:
N'wa la mεsidi la I am going to the mosque
N’sumbu Kiss me
I ka n' samba mun dϽ? What did you send for me?
Punctuation: standard English punctuation is used when writing Mandingo in this manual; periods,
question marks, and exclamation points, etc. are all used in their usual manner. A note should be made
regarding the use of the apostrophe. Contractions are very common in Mandingo: any time two
vowels come together, there is usually a contraction of some sort. If a letter has dropped out as a result
of contraction, the missing letter will be marked with an apostrophe. For example, in the phrase N'ka
a ta, "I took it", there are two "a" sounds that appear next to one another; often the first "a" will be
dropped out, resulting in N'k'a ta. The missing vowel is represented by the apostrophe. The use of
the apostrophe in this situation should not be confused with the use of the apostrophe to mark the nasal
"n", i.e. n'.
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Stress versus Tone: Some languages are tonal languages and some languages are stress languages.
Most European languages are languages of stress, including English.
In English, individual words each have their own pattern of stress, which is a part of the correct
pronunciation of the word.
stress on first syllable:
ENter, HUmid, TARdy, DEMonstrate, MINute
stress on the second syllable:
pneuMONia, maLIGnant, caNAdian, boHEMian, eMERgency
stress on the third syllable
underNEATH, etyMOlogy, compoSItion, enterPRIsing, volunTEER
There are also patterns of stress at the sentence level. English speakers usually stress nouns, verbs,
adjectives and adverbs, and give less stress to pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions and auxiliary verbs.
Stressed syllables are pronounced more clearly and more slowly, while unstressed syllables are
pronounced less clearly and more quickly. For example, notice how stress is an integral part of the
pronunciation of this sentence: We SAW that you ATE a POUND of MANGOES.
The pronunciation of a sentence always must follow this rhythmical framework based on stress.
Consider the following two sentences:
She WENT to a HOSpital
She WENT to where there was a HOSpital
The two sentences are not the same length, but they take the same length of time to say because they
have the same number of stressed syllables. Notice too the slight differences in meaning if the pattern
of emphasis is changed:
WE saw that you ate a pound of mangoes
We saw that YOU ate a pound of mangoes
We saw that you ate a POUND of mangoes
With tonal languages, the tone with which a syllable is pronounced, whether high or low, is key
to the pronunciation and comprehension of the language. There are many tonal languages in Asia and
Africa. In languages of stress, the emphasis with which each syllable is pronounced is the important
thing. Pronouncing Mandingo requires a different approach than English because Mandingo is a tonal
language. Tone in Mandingo primarily serves as a way to distinguish different words with similar
sounds. For example, a native speaker can easily distinguish between the following words based on
their tone:
ten palm kernal and
ten so or thus
fa to die/kill
and
fa to fill
wϽrϽ six
and
wϽrϽ kola nut
so horse
and
so town
da pot
and
da mouth
ba goat
and
ba river
kϽnϽ bird
and
kϽnϽ stomach
Each pair of words are written in the same way with the Roman alphabet, but each word is in fact a
different word with a different tone involved in pronunciation.
There are eight different tones in Mandingo:
1. short high tone: example fen, thing.
2. short low tone: example tele, sun, short low tone on the first syllable
3. short falling tone: example bon house
4. short rising tone: example ba goat
5. long high tone: example bara, work, long high tone on the first syllable
6. long low tone: example nε, iron
7. long falling tone: example tε palm
8. long rising tone: example mϽ person.
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Tone is not very strong in Mandingo. That is to say, tone does not do a lot of work, such as indicating
tense or case: the importance of tone is limited to pronunciation. The differences between these eight
tones listed above are very slight and for the most part only native speakers can distinguish them.
However, there are a few tones that a learner should pay particular attention to.
Short low tone: The short low tone often appears on the first syllable of a two syllable word,
making the second half of the word a distinctive rise to it. This tone often serves to
differentiate two two syllable words that are otherwise identical. For example:
1. kϽnϽ means "stomach" and kϽnϽ means "bird" The pronunciation of kϽnϽ "bird"
has a short low tone on the first syllable, thus distinguishing it from kϽnϽ, "stomach"
2. wϽrϽ means "six" and wϽrϽ means "kola nut" The pronunciation of wϽrϽ "kola nut"
has a short low tone on the first syllable, differentiating it from wϽrϽ, six.
Rising tones: The rising tone comes in both a short version and a long version; they are both
drawn out and have a distinctive swell to them that is easy to recognize. For example:
1. ba and ba: ba with a rising tone means "goat"; without the rising tone it means
"river"
2. so and so: so with a rising tone means "horse"; without it means "town"
3. ten and ten: ten with a rising tone means "palm kernel"; without it means "thus"
English speakers learning to speak Mandingo have to be careful not to pronounce Mandingo as
if it were a stressed language, emphasizing some syllables, and not emphasizing other syllables, as they
do in their own language. A particularly bad habit is "swallowing" unstressed syllables, wherein the
unstressed syllables are hardly pronounced at all. Consider the English sentence of "J'eat yet?" which is
really the question "Did you eat yet?", with the unstressed syllables nearly dropped out completely, or
the question “Howdja know you’n she’d meet?” which is really the question, “How did you know you
and she would meet?” Mandingo is not like English; Mandingoes may speak very quickly, but all the
syllables are stressed evenly.
Perhaps one of the best opportunities for English speakers to see the difference between a stress
and a tone language is with Krio, a tonal language that uses many words derived from English. For
example take the English words "belly" and "money". In both of these words, the first syllable is the
stressed syllable: BEly and MONey. Notice how an English speaker pronounces the first syllable
clearly with force, and then sort of swallows the second, unstressed syllable. Compare this to the Krio
words bεlε and mϽni. In Krio both syllables are pronounced clearly because neither one of them is
stressed; the second syllable is not swallowed as with the English pronunciation. Moreover, the second
syllables of both of these words are a high tone, so they are therefore pronounced with a higher pitch
than the first syllable.
Here is the drawback to using the Roman alphabet to write Mandingo: it is difficult to indicate
tone. In the interest of simplicity and clarity, this manual will make no attempt at marking tone.
Places where tone is particularly important for pronunciation will be noted in the vocabulary notes.
Correct pronunciation has to be learned from native speakers.
And there is also N'ko. In 1949, a man named Sulaiman Conte heard a journalist claim that
African languages cannot be written. In response to this accusation, Mr. Conte invented a writing
system for his native Mandingo language. He called it N'ko, meaning "I say" in Mandingo. N'ko is
particular suited to representing the sound of Mandingo in written form; in particular, it has a system of
markings used to indicate different tones in the Mandingo language, something that is difficult to
represent with the Roman alphabet, which was developed for the nontonal languages found in Europe.
In the interest of accessibility for people literate in English and ease of computerization, this language
manual is written with the Roman alphabet. However, the orthography used here is informed by the
N'ko writing system.
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Unit One: Tana Tε?
Greeting People
Dialogue 1.1: SϽma KϽndϽli
Foday: I sϽma
Alhaji: Tana ma si
Foday: Hεra si da?
Alhaji: Han, Allah tanto
Foday: I kεndε si da?
Alhaji: Allah tanto. I sno da?
Foday: Han, n'sno da kobεn
Alhaji: Awa, a le li o di
Foday: A le li o di
Dialogue 1.2: Tele DϽ KϽndϽli
Binti: I ni wali, Tana ma tele
Abu: Han, tana ma tele
Binti: Hεra telen da?
Abu: Allah tanto. Tana ti ye?
Binti: Tan o ti ye. Bara yi di?
Abu: N'y'a kan dϽni dϽni
Binti: I wa la mi?
Abu: N'wa la bara dia
Binti: Awa, a le li o di
Abu: Awa, a le li o di
Dialogue 1.3: Ura La KϽndϽli
Hawa: I ni ura
Sadan: Tana ma tele
Hawa: Han, tana ma tele
Sadan: Tana tε?
Hawa: Tan o tε
Sadan: Tana ti ye?
Hawa: Tan o ti ye
Sadan: Ko yi di?
Hawa: Allah tanto. Tana ti bon na?
Sadan: Tan o ti bon na
Hawa: I bϽ ni mi?
Sadan: N'bϽ ni kϽ dϽ
Hawa: Awa, sukεra
Sadan: Awa, sini
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Cultural Notes:
Greeting is very important in Mandingo
culture. The questions and answers that
Mandingoes exchange as greetings are a
sort of ritual: they are not real questions,
but the questions have a set of
standardized answers.
I ni wali means literally "you and work"
but translated more freely into English
means something like "Thank you for the
work". This is how Mandingoes say
hello. They live in a communal, agrarian
culture, and the work the one person does
on the farm contributes to the entire
community. People usually say "i ni wali"
in the afternoon, when the person they are
greeting is probably coming from the
farm.
Mandingoes are heavily influenced by
Islam: even in greeting the influence is
apparent. Whether things are going well,
or badly, Mandingoes say "Allah tanto",
i.e. "I thank God", always invoking Allah
and their Islamic faith.
Many Mandingoes are subsistence
farmers; they work their fields with hand
tools and plows drawn by oxen.
Prosperity and success happens slowly,
little by little. This agrarian mind set of
gradual progress is reflected in the
Mandingo slogan, dϽni dϽni, i.e. little by
little.
In the small villages of rural West Africa,
there is little privacy: one person's
business is the village's business. This
means the questions "I wa la mi? and "I
bϽ ni mi?" i.e. "Where are you going?"
and "Where are you coming from?" must
be endured constantly.

VOCABULARY
Greetings:
I ni wali Hello/thank you (singular)
Wo ni wali Hello/thank you (plural)
I ni ke Hello/thank you (singular)
Wo ni ke Hello/ thank you (plural)
I sϽma Good morning (singular)
Wo sϽma Good morning (plural)
Tana ma si How is the morning?
I kεndε si da? Did you sleep well?
I sno da? Did you sleep?
I le don? What about you?
Hεra si da? Did peace sleep with you?
Tana ma tele? How is the afternoon
Hεra telen da? Was there peace with the day?
Tana ti ye? Is there no evil there?
I ni ura Good evening (singular)
Wo ni ura Good evening (plural)
Ko yi di? How are things?
A'yi di? How is it?
Bara yi di? How is the work?
I kεndε? Are you well?
I wa la mi? Where are you going?
I bϽ ni mi? Where are you from?
kϽndϽ to greet
Responses:
Allah tanto I thank God
dϽni dϽni Little by little
N'y'a kan dϽni dϽni I am on it little by little
N'sno da kobεn I slept well
Tan o ti ye. There is no evil there
kobarka Thank you/ blessings
barka Allah ye Thanks to God/the blessing is to God
Words for "Yes" and "No":
Han yes
AnMan no
Na? What you say when someone is calling you and you want
to acknowledge that you've heard and are now listening to
what the person wants to say
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Vocabulary Notes:
Tana ma si or tana ma tele:
These are questions meaning literally
"Was there no evil in your sleep" or "Was
there no evil in the day?" respectively.
The appropriate response is Allah tanto,
i.e. I praise God.
When people say, i sϽma, the appropriate
response is tana ma si
When people say i ni ura, the appropriate
response is tana ma tele . People begin
saying i ni ura around five o'clock or so
until well after dark.
With the phrase Hεra telen da? Was there
peace with the day? an "n" sound is added
to the end of tele, day, for ease of
pronunciation with the da that follows
directly after.
Sno and si: Sno and si are two different
words for sleeping. Sno literally means
"sleeping" while si literally means "sit
down" or "set down" and refers to the
settling down that people do at night

In the phrase, Bara yi di? there is a long
tone on the first syllable of bara, hence
the first a is longer than the second a.

I ni wali and kobarka both mean "thank
you". Kobarka comes from that Arabic
word for "blessing" and is used in
particular when you want to show your
appreciation for someone who gave you
something, while i ni wali has a more
general use. When someone says
"kobarka" the appropriate response is
"barka Allah ye", the blessing is to God.

I haven't seen you in a long time.
kϽ dϽ waterside
VOCABULARY (Continued)
Farewells:
A le li o di That is that
Awa okay
N'bara wa fϽlϽ I have gone for now
N'ba ta I have gone
N'yi na la I am coming
Sukεra Good night
I di n' taran You will meet me
N'yi bon na I am at the house
I di n' samba? Will you bring a present
for me?
Won di nyϽn ye sini We will see each other tomorrow.
Times of Day:
sϽma morning
sϽyima early morning
suba sali first prayer
sϽma suba the time of morning around first prayer
tele dϽ afternoon
salfana sali 2 o'clock prayer
lansara sali 4 o'clock prayer
ura la evening
urayn na this evening
fitri evening prayer
safu night prayer
su / su dϽ night
su tεma middle of the night
Useful Phrases:
N'm'a la mε I don't understand
N'bar'a la mε I have understood
N'k'a lϽn I know it
N'm'a lϽn I don't know it
N'kusang I know how
N'ma kusang I don't know how
Won ni ta Let's go
An ja wa/ an ya wa Let's go
I ma'i si? Will you not sit down?
Na Come
Na yan/ Na yan dϽ Come here
Na de Come (with emphasis)
N'boloka Leave me alone
A ka nyi It is fine
A kεnyi It is fine
A ma nyi It is not fine
A ma kεnyi It is not fine
I bara tunu / I bara kε farma di You have become lost, i.e.
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Vocabulary Notes:
There are two ways to say "Let's go": Won
ni ta and An ja wa. Won ni ta is the
Sierra Leone form of the phrase, while An
ja wa is the Guinean form of the phrase
that somehow found its way into general
parlance in Sierra Leone Mandingo. An is
the Guinean form of the first person plural
pronoun "we".

There are two words for "know" in
Mandingo: kusang and lϽn. Kusang
refers to practical knowledge, i.e. knowing
how to do something. LϽn on the other
hand, refers to more abstract knowledge,
such as knowing people or knowing
places.

Contractions: Anytime two vowels
appear together, a contraction can happen.
Some contractions happen more frequently
than others. Below are two contractions
that happen almost always:
N'm'a la mε "I did not understand", is a
contraction of N'ma a la mε in which the
first "a" is dropped out.
N'k'a lϽn "I know it" is a contraction of
N'ka a lϽn in which the first "a" is also
dropped out.

KϽ dϽ means "at the waterside". Any time
that someone approaches a stream or river,
especially where women might be bathing,
it is polite to call out "kϽ dϽ!" a few times
to let anyone who might be there know
that you are coming, and give them a
chance to cover themselves.

GRAMMAR
1.1 Pronouns: Below are common pronouns in Sierra Leone
Singular
n'
1st
Per

n'de
n'yi
i

2nd
per

i le
a

3rd
Per

a le
a'yi

N'sno da kobεn
I slept fine
N'de karamϽ le di
I am a teacher
N'yi fani kara la
I am sewing clothes
I sϽma
Good morning to you
I le karamϽ le di
You are a teacher
A ka wodi ta
He/she took the money
A le karamϽ le di
He/she is a teacher
A'yi bon na
It is at the house

Plural
wom/won

Wom wa la bon
na
We are going to
the house

wo

Wo sϽma
Good morning
to you all

ani

Ani bara la
min de?
Where are they
teaching?

1.2 Use of Tana Ti Ye: The phrase "Tan na ti ye " is a
common part of greeting in Mandingo. Below are some of the
more common variations of this basic greeting and appropriate
responses. There are many variations; everyone has their own
style when they do this part of the greeting. However, they all
follow essentially the same pattern; the question is repeated
with the addition of "o" after "tana". Sometimes there is a
slight "w" sound often added before the "o", so it is sometimes
pronounced "tan wo tε".
Question

Response

Tana tε? Is there no
evil?

Tan o tε There is no evil

Tana ti ye? Is there no
evil there?

Tana o ti ye There is no evil there

Tana sa ye? Is there no Tan o sa ye There is no evil there
evil there?
Tana ti yan? Is there no Tan o ti yan There is no evil here
evil here?
Tana t'i la? Is there no
evil with you?

Tana o ti n'na There is no evil with
me

Tana ti bon na? Is there Tan o ti bon na There is no evil with
no evil with the house? the house
Tana ti Makeni? Is
there no evil with
Makeni?

Tan o ti Makeni There is no evil with
Makeni

Tana ti i la mϽ nu la? Is Tan o ti n'na mϽ nu la There is no
there no evil with your
evil with my family
family?
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Grammar Notes:
There are several variations of the singular
forms of the pronouns. The most basic
form of the singular pronouns are:
first person n'
second person i
third person a
There is no gender associated with the
pronouns, so the third person "a" works to
refer to "he", "she", and "it".
However, sometimes le or de, the "to be"
verb, is added for emphasis. This functions
as a single unit, as if it were one word.
first person n'de
second person i le
third person a le
There is an alternate form of the pronoun
for the first and third person, n'yi and a'yi.
These forms are probably derived from n'
ye and a ye respectively. (There is no
alternative form for the second person "i"
probably because the ye contracted out
completely.) N'yi is pronounced as a
single syllable; A'yi is pronounced as a
single syllable as well with a long "i"
sound as in "ice". These two alternate
forms are usually used as the subject of the
sentence, especially in the present tense.
From listening to people speak, it will
become clear what form is appropriate in a
particular situation.
The third person plural pronoun ani is
often shortened to an. For example:Ani
ka n'kili “They called me” becomes An
ka n'kili
Regional Variations in Pronouns: The
pronouns listed are the forms usually used
in the Waridala, Karina, and Manjoro area.
However, there is some variation. The
first person plural in particular shows
considerable variation. Some people in
the Fadugu area and other places use "ma"
for the first person plural pronoun.
Sometimes forms of the pronoun from the
Guinea dialect of Mandingo might be
used. In particular, people might say "an"
for the first person plural pronoun, and
occasionally "alu" for the second person
plural or the third person plural pronoun
(The two forms are the same except for a
difference in pronunciation).
Sometimes people say tana ma si ye as a
variation of the tana ma si greeting. In
this case the appropriate response follows

the pattern on this page, which is tana o ma si ye.

GRAMMAR cont.

Grammar Notes:

1.3 Present Tense Marker:
la is added to the end of the verb. The present tense in
Mandingo covers both actions happening in the immediate
present as well as habitual actions, so it covers both the
present progressive tense and the simple present tense in
English.
examples
wa go I wa la mi? Where are you going?
na come N'yi na la
I am coming
bara work A'yi bara la wa dϽ S/he is working in the bush
When forming the present tense, the alternative forms of the
pronoun must be used if the pronoun appears as the subject:
n'yi for the first person and a'yi for the second person.

In Mandingo, the actual verb form never
changes, like verbs do in English; rather a
tense marker is added, either before or
after the verb. Perhaps it does not even
really make sense to say that Mandingo
has "tenses", but for ease of understanding
the term is retained here. As a result of the
close relationship between Krio and
Mandingo in Sierra Leone the tenses used
in the two languages correspond very
closely.

1.4 Showing Possession Using "la"
Add la between the two nouns to show possession
examples:
musu la sisε
the woman's chicken
Mohamed la ninsi Mohamed's cow
note: the "la" can be omitted in some situations
example:
n'fa na my father's mother
1.5 Use of "De" or "Ko" to Provide Emphasis
There are a few set phrases in which the particle "de" can be
added to the end to provide emphasis, perhaps a sort of
exclamation mark. For example:
Na Come Na de Come!
A ka nyi It is fine A ka nyinde It is fine!
I bara tunu You are lost I bara tununde You are lost!
There are also some phrases in which "ko" can be added to
provide emphasis. For example
I ni wali Hello I ni wali ko Hello!
It is not necessary for a beginner to use de or ko when
speaking; rather, it is important in terms of listening
comprehension to understand that native speakers will
sometimes add de or ko to otherwise familiar phrases.
1.6 Pluralization To form the plural of a noun, add nu to the
end of the noun
singular
plural
musu woman
musu nu
women
mϽ
person
mϽ nu
people
1.7 Adjectives Adjectives usually follow the noun that they
modify. Examples: mϽ nyima good person ; fen ju bad
thing; bara ba big work
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In Guinea Mandingo, the present tense is
formed as follows: la is added to the end
of the verb and "ye" is added to the end of
the subject pronoun. For example:
N'ye wa la bon na I am going to the
house
A ye bara la S/he is working
In the Sierra Leone dialect, this pattern
changes. The "ye" changes to "yi" and
gets closely contracted with the pronoun.
Hence the pronoun forms "n'yi" and
"a'yi" with the second person form i'yi
presumably contracted simply to "i".
Figuring out if the descriptive word comes
after the noun it modifies or before the
noun can be a little tricky because it is not
always clear if the word is an adjective
which comes after the noun, or if there is
an implied possessive "la" between the
two words, which thus makes the
descriptive word appear before the noun.
For example, people say Fula musu, i.e.
Fula woman, not musu Fula. From
listening to people it will become clear if
the word is supposed to be in front of the
noun or after the noun and even if you mix
it up people seem to understand.

Practice
Matching
Match the Mandingo phrase with the correct translation in
English
1. I ni wali
A. How is the work?
2. I kεndε si da?
B. Are you well?
3. Hεra si da?
C. Did you sleep well?
4. I ni ke
D. Hello/thank you
5. I le don?
E. What about you?
6. I kεndε?
F. Did peace sit down with you?
7. Bara yi di?
G. Hello/thank you
Translation:
Translate the time of day from Mandingo into English
sϽma suba
______________________________
lansara
______________________________
sϽma
______________________________
su
______________________________
fitri
______________________________
ura la
______________________________
urayn na
____________________________
salfana
______________________________
sϽyima
______________________________
tele dϽ
______________________________
su tεma
______________________________
Composition:
Compose a greeting in the afternoon between Fanta and
Mohamed
Fanta_____________________________________________
Mohamed_________________________________________
Fanta_____________________________________________
Mohamed_________________________________________
Fanta_____________________________________________
Mohamed_________________________________________
Compose a greeting in the morning between Mohamed and
two others, Abu and Iye
Mohamed_________________________________________
Abu and Iye_______________________________________
Mohamed_________________________________________
Abu and Iye_______________________________________
Mohamed_________________________________________
Abus and Iye ______________________________________
Mohamed_________________________________________
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Unit Two: I le Manika le di?
Making Introductions
Dialogue 2.1: I bϽ ni mi?
Mohamed: I sϽma
Foday: Tana ma si
Mohamed: I tϽ di?
Foday: N'tϽ ko Foday. I le don?
Mohamed: N'tϽ ko Mohamed. I kεndε si da?
Foday: Allah tanto. I sno da?
Mohamed: Han. Allah tanto. I bϽ ni mi?
Foday: N' bϽ ni Kabala le
Mohamed: N'de si ni Bo le
Foday: Awa, a le li o di
Mohamed: A le li o di
Dialogue 2.2: I mu bara kε la?
Fanta: Erik, I ni wali. Tana ma tele
Erik: Tana ma tele. Tana ti ye?
Fanta: Tan o ti ye. I Manika kang fϽ la?
Erik: N'yi Manika kang fϽ la dϽni dϽni
Fanta: I mu bara kε la?
Erik. N'de karamϽ le di. N'yi den nu karan na
Fanta: N'de sεnεkεla le di. N'yi bara la wa dϽ.
Erik: I min?
Fanta: N'yi Kono le. I le don?
Erik: N'si ni Makeni le
Fanta: I sϽdϽn ni mi?
Erik: N'de sϽdϽn ni America le
Fanta: Awa, n'bara wa fϽlϽ.
Erik: N'yi bon na budu
Dialogue 2.3: N'tanyϽn
Megan: I ni ura
Pa Abu: Tana ma tele. Wo ambe yϽn wa la ten?
Megan. N'tanyϽn le nin. A tϽ ko Brayan. A le fana karamϽ le
di.
Pa Abu: Wo ni wali. Brayan karan na min de?
Megan: A'yi karan na Lunsar.
Pa Abu: Brayan, i ni wali. Tana tε?
Brayan: Tan o tε
Pa Abu: Tana ti ye?
Brayan: Tan o ti ye
Megan: Awa, wom wa la bon na. Sukεra.
Pa Abu: Awa, n'ba ta.
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Cultural Notes:
Many Mandingo names are Islamic names.
Foday comes from an Arabic word for
"scholar", Alimamy is derived from the
word "imam", and the surname "Sheriff"
comes from an Arabic word for "teacher".
Alhaji and Haja are names given to people
who have gone to Mecca; Alhaji is the
word for "male stranger" and Haja is the
word for "female stranger" in Arabic.
Children are often named after relatives
who have gone to Mecca.
Considering the etymologies of many
Mandingo names, the given name of a
Mandingo person isn't so much a personal
name, but more like a title. People often
have other names that they go by with
their friends and families, thus helping to
distinguish among all of the different
Mohameds and Fodays. One common
practice: Mandingo males often add the
name of their mother to their given name,
e.g. Hawa Foday, Foday Nyama, Mariama
Foday.
Many Muslim names from the Arabic
language get changed slightly in Africa.
For example, Amadu, and Mamadu are
variations of the name Mohamed. The
name Binti comes from the Arabic word
for "girl" and the names Abu and Umu
come from the Arabic words for "father"
and "mother".
People of certain surnames, according to
tradition, are allowed to joke with each
other by accusing a person with the other
surname of being a “thief”. It is all in fun
of course. For example, a Kamara might
call a Fofana “thief” because this is a
traditional joke between these two
surnames. In a similar vein, Fulas and
Mandingoes might call each other “slave”.

VOCABULARY
Questions:
I tϽ di? What is your name?
I tϽ bεdε bεdε di? What is your real name?
I Manika kang fϽ la? Do you speak Mandingo?
I le Manika le di? Are you a Mandingo?
I bϽ ni mi? Where do you come from?
I si ni mi? Where do you live?
I mu bara kε la? What work do you do?
I min? Where do you live?
I sϽdϽn ni mi? Where were you born?
Wo ambe yϽn wa la ten? You and who is going so?
People:
fadafin black person
fadagbε white person
tubabu white person/foreigner
Manika Mandingo
Saralonka Sierra Leonean
Occupations:
karamϽ teacher
karamϽko teacher
karan den student
sεnεkεla farmer
mansa chief
mansa kε chief man
barala worker
den ba ti a mother who is nursing
mombili la bori la driver
fen majidala trader
fato crazy person
numu blacksmith
yεliba praise singer
suba witch
donso hunter
dϽnkilala singer
Talking about Occupations:
N'de karamϽ le di I am a teacher
N'de karamϽ tε I am not a teacher
I le sεnεkεla le di You are a farmer
I le sεnεkεla tε You are not a farmer
Wombe karamϽ le di We are all teachers
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Vocabulary Notes:
The question I bϽ ni mi? can mean two
different things: Where are you coming
from? i.e. meaning where are you coming
from right now, or Where do you come
from? referring to your nationality and
place of birth. Likewise I mi? can have
two meanings: Where are you? or Where
do you live? The meaning will be clear
from context.
I bϽ ni mi? means Where do you come
from? while I si ni mi? literally means
Where do you sit down?, i.e. Where do
you live?
In Mandingo, it is necessary to add kang,
language, when talking about languages
In English, you can ask someone "Do you
speak French", but in Mandingo you must
specify: Do you speak the French
language?
The word "sϽdϽn" usually means "to
aquire" but it also means "to be born" in
certain contexts.
Mandingo does not have names for many
modern occupations, so often the English
word is borrowed, sometimes by adding
"i" to the end, e.g. "police" becomes
polici.
All of the occupations that end with la, e.g.
barala, sεnεkεla, mombili la bori la, fen
majidala, have a high tone on the final la.
The phrase Wo ambe yϽn wa la ten?
means "You and who is going so?" In
Mandingo, people use the second person
plural to ask this question, not the second
person singular like in English. That is to
say, to translate the English phrase directly
into Mandingo, you would say, "I le
ambe yϽn wa la ten" and use the singular
pronoun i, but Mandingo tends to make the
pronoun plural, and use wo, hence, "Wo
ambe yϽn wa la ten?" i.e. "You all and
who are going thus?" Another example of
this kind of construction is:
Wo ambe Seray ka kuma? Did you and
Seray talk?

VOCABULARY (Cont.)
Places:
lumo weekly market
wa bush
sεnε farm
mεsidi mosque
so
town
Saralon Freetown/Sierra Leone
tubabu du white man land
La Guinee Guinea
ko kϽma
the other side, e.g. of a road, of a river
sila road
lu compound
bon house
kϽ waterside
Different ways to ask "Where are you going?"
I wa la mi? Where are you going?
I ta la mi? Where are you going?
I wa la min de? Where are you going?
I wa la min dε tε? Where are you
going now?
I wa tϽ mi? Where are you going?
Han mi? Until where?
I wa la mu kε dia? What are you going to do at the place that
you are going to?
Answers to the question "Where are you going?
bara dia to work
ji sori dia to fetch water
lumo dϽ to the weekly market
fen san dia to buy something
fen majida dia to sell something
karan dia
to study/teach/learn
sεnε dϽ to the farm
bon na
to the house
school la to school
taman dia to stroll/walk around
lϽ yini dia to look for wood
fani ko dia to launder clothes
sali dia
to pray
mεsidi la to the mosque
so dϽ
to town
wayasi la
traveling
ninsi sidi dia to tie the cows
kϽ dϽ
to the waterside
saya dϽ
funeral
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Vocabulary Notes:
Traditionally, the only education that
Mandingoes received was Koranic
education. Hence words like karamϽ,
teacher, and karan, study, have
traditionally refered to Koranic teachers
and Koranic study. However, today, these
words also refer to the education received
at an English school. Note the range of
meanings that karan encompasses: study,
learn, teach, and recite. In Koranic
education, there is an emphasis on
memorization and emulating a teacher: in
this context, studying, learning, teaching
and reciting are almost the same thing.
The phrase I wa tϽ mi? uses the future
tense marker "tϽ" from the Guinean
dialect. Occasionally people in Sierra
Leone might also say N'na tϽ, meaning "I
will come".

GRAMMAR
2.1 Asking questions: In Mandingo word order never changes
to ask questions, unlike in English. Instead, the difference
between a question and a statement is a matter of tone: a
question rises in tone at the end, in this case, the same as in
English
Example: I le Manika le di You are Mandingo
I le Manika le di? Are you Mandingo?
Question words do not appear at the beginning of the question,
as in English, but they appear embedded in the sentence
according to the typical ordering of the sentence.
Question word Example
min where

I wa la mi? or I wa la min de? Where are
you going?

mun what

I mun kε la? What are you doing?

yϽn who

YϽn wa la Makεni? Who is going to
Makeni?

yiman which

I form yiman na? Which form are you in?

di how

I tϽ di? Literally, How are you named?

yεli how
Kilin yεli ? How much for one?
much/how many
mun na / mun I wa la mun na ye dϽ? Why are you going
na ko why
there?
2.2. Use of Dia The word "dia" means "place" but it also has
a grammatical function. In English we say "I am going to
work", but in Mandingo, you say literally, "I am going to the
working place".
N'wa la bara dia I'm going to the working place
A'yi ta la fani ko dia He/she is going to the washing clothes
place
The construction can also be used to express abstract ideas:
I wa dia le ten? Are you at the going place now? I.e. Are
you going now?
I sε dia? Are you at the returning place? I.e. are you
returning?
I wa la mu kε dia? You are going to the doing what place?
I.e What are you going to do at the place where you are going?
2.3 Postpositions In Mandingo, prepositions come after the
noun that they modify, not like prepositions in English which
come before, so they are not prepositions but postpositions.
examples:
dϽ in N'wa la lumo dϽ I am going in the lumo
kan on N'wa la konke kan I am going to the top of the hill
tϽfe near N'yi mεsidi tϽfe I am near the mosque
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Grammar Notes:

The difference between the "y" sound and
the "j" sound seems to blur especially with
the question words yϽn and yεli.
In some situations, min and mun are
pronounced like mi and mu, without the
"n" sound at the end.
The postposition "dϽ" has a very broad
meaning. It has a general locative
meaning of "at the place of" and the
English words "in" or "at", but one English
word does not seem to capture the range of
meaning. "In" perhaps is closest, but the
real word for "in" (as in "inside") is
"kϽndϽ". In Sierra Leone, when
Mandingoes speak Krio, they translate
"dϽ" into the Krio word "pan"

GRAMMAR (cont.)
2.4 Use of the Suffix "La" to Indicate An Occupation: The
names of occupations are formed by adding "la" to the end of
the verb that the people of the occupation engage in. This
construction could be used with any verb in order to describe
the person who habitually does that action. Note that in
pronouncing words of this type, the final "la" syllable has a
high tone. For example:
sεnεkεla one who makes a farm, i.e. farmer
mombili la borila one who drives a motor car, i.e. driver
2.5 Consonant Shift Any time an "l" sound comes after a "n"
sound, the "l" will change to "n". This often happens with the
locative "la" or the "la" used to indicate the present tense.
This change happens for ease of pronunciation. For example
Incorrect: N' wa la bon la
Correct: N' wa la bon na
Incorrect: N'yi den nu karan la
Correct: N'yi den nu karan na
Consonant shift is usually happens very regularly,
according to this simple pattern. However, there is one
common exception: with the word "le", meaning "to be".
Rather than the "l" changing to "n" after words that end in a
"n" sound, the "le" often becomes "de" after "n" sounds. For
example, with the first person pronoun, n'de, the original form
of the word would have been n'le. However, the "le" does not
change to "ne" after the "n" sound but to "de".
Also, sometimes when a verb ends in a vowel, the
present tense marker "la" will change to "na", following the
same consonant shift pattern. For example,
I ji mi na? Are you drinking water?
Wo donko na You all are hiding
2.6 Locative use of "La" The word "la" often appears at the
end of a noun when that noun is the location to where
someone is going, or where someone is coming from. For
example:
N'wa la school la I am going to school
A bϽ ni bon na He/she is coming from home
Wo bϽ ni mεsidi la You all are coming from the mosque
2.7 Stative Tense Marker: This tense is used to describe
states of being. There is no equivalent in English or Krio.
The stative tense is formed by adding ni to the end of the verb.
examples:
Tele a kaliya ni The sun is hot
N'sϽdϽn ni America le I was born in America
2.8 Use of the Suffix "Mka" to Indicate Nationality
The name of a nationality is often formed by the addition of
"ka" to the end of the proper noun of a ethnic group or country
For example: Saralonka Sierra Leonean; Manika Mandingo
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Grammar Notes:
The locative use of la: Sometimes "la" can
be used without a verb simply to state the
location of things. For example:
N'yi bon na I am at the hosue
A'yi school la S/he is at school.
With other nouns, dϽ can serve a similar
function:
A'yi wa dϽ S/he is at the bush
N'yi kϽ dϽ I am at the water side
Note that in these situations the alternative
forms of the pronouns are used.
In some situations la or dϽ or any other
postposition is not used, only the alternate
form of the pronoun. For example:
I yan? Are you here?
N'yi yan I am here.
A'yi Makeni S/he is at Makeni.
Present tense and stative tense compared:
The present tense is used to talk about
things that are on going:
I mu bara kε la? What work are you
doing?
The stative tense is used to describe states
of being:
I sϽdϽn ni mi? Where were you born?
In the present tense, something is
happening. In the stative tense, nothing is
happening, the situation simply is. In
some situations, the two tenses can look
very similar. For example, people use the
stative tense when asking where you are
coming from "I bϽ ni mi?" and the
present tense when asking where you are
going "I wa la mi?" In this case the
difference is only a matter of convention.
In other situations, the difference is more
clear cut: describing where you were born,
for example, appears in the stative tense
because the place where you were born
never changes.

PRACTICE
Matching
Match the following occupations with their translations in
English
1. karan den
2. mombili la bori la
3. mansa
4. dϽnkilala
5. yεliba
6. barala
7. fen majidala
8. fato
9. den ba ti
10. sεnεkεla
11. suba
12. donso
13. karamϽ
14. numu

A. singer
B. hunter
C. teacher
D. worker
E. chief
F. trader
G. student
H. farmer
I. blacksmith
J. mother who is nursing
K. driver
L. witch
M. praise singer
N. crazy person

Comprehension Questions
Dialogue One:
1. Foday bϽ ni mi?
_______________________________________
2. Mohamed si ni mi?
______________________________________
Dialogue Two:
1. Erik mu bara kε la?
________________________________________
2. Erik si ni mi?
______________________________________________
3. Fanta mu bara kε la?
________________________________________
4. Fanta mi?
_____________________________________________
Dialogue Three:
1. Megan tanyϽn tϽ di?
_____________________________________
2. Megan tanyϽn mu bara kε la?
_______________________________
3. Megan tanyϽn si ni mi?
____________________________________
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Translation:
Translate the following Mandingo statements into English
1. N'wa la mεsidi la
______________________________________
2. I ta la fani ko dia?
_____________________________________
3. A'yi wa la ji sori dia
________________________________________
4. N'wa la kϽ dϽ
___________________________________________
5. Wo bϽ ni so dϽ?
__________________________________________
6. Ani bϽ ni Saralon
_________________________________________
7. Wom ta la karan dia
_________________________________________
8. N'de wa la sεnε dϽ
___________________________________________
9. Wo mu bara kε la wa dϽ?
_______________________________________
10. A'yi ta la sali dia
_____________________________________________
Short Answer
1. I tϽ di?
______________________________________________
2. I bϽ ni mi?
____________________________________________
3. I mi?
________________________________________________
3. I mu bara kε la?
__________________________________________
4. I sϽdϽn ni mi?
___________________________________________
5. I si ni mi?
__________________________________________________
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Unit Three: I La M

Ͻ

Talking about Family
Dialogue 3.1: I na ye?
Fanta: Tana ma si
Mohamed: Han, tana ma si
Fanta: I sno da?
Mohamed: Allah tanto
Fanta: I na ye?
Mohamed: Han, n'na ye
Fanta: I fa don?
Mohamed: N'fa ye. N'na ye. A be ye.
Fanta: I na tϽ di?
Mohamed: A tϽ ko Mbalu
Fanta: I fa fana tϽ di?
Mohamed: A tϽ ko Brima
Fanta: I fa mu bara kε la?
Mohamed: N'fa sεnεkεla le di
Fanta: Musu yεli a bolo?
Mohamed: Musu saba a bolo
Fanta: Awa, a le li o di
Dialogue 3.2: I dϽ ye?
Foday: Tana ma tele
Iye: Tana ma tele. I na ye? I fa ye?
Foday: Han. A be ye
Iye: I na ka den yεli sϽdϽn?
Foday: A ka den saba le sϽdϽn
Iye: Wo mϽ yεli? Wo mϽ lolu?
Foday: Han. Wom mϽ lolu
Iye: I le le kinan di?
Foday: An an, kϽdϽ n'bolo. A'yi Makεni
Iye: Kε ka musu?
Foday: Kε le
Iye: I dϽ ye?
Foday: Han. A'ye dϽ.
Iye: Kε ka musu?
Foday: Kε le.

Nu Ye?

Cultural Notes:
Mandingoes, like other Africans, have
large extended families. In Sierra Leone,
the Mandingoes usually refer to your
family as "i la mϽ nu", i.e. "your people",
indicating that those who count as one's
family are a very broad and loosely
defined group of people. Families are
patrilineal and children take on the
surname of their father, as well as his tribe.
That means that if a Mandingo man and a
Mende women have children, the children
will consider themselves to be Mandingo.
Traditionally, Mandingo men are
polygamous. Some men marry two or
even more women. People usually cite the
Islamic limit on the number of wives one
man can have, four. Some people explain
polygamy by pointing out that a big family
has more hands to hold hoes in order to
work the family farm. In addition to this,
there is also a certain amount of pride and
prestige associated with having multiple
wives: a powerful, capable man in
Mandingo culture is one who is able to
support many people.
According to tradition, if a man dies, one
of his brothers, if he is able, will marry the
widow, thus adding another wife to his
household.
Another Mandingo tradition is to avoid
marrying outside of their tribe, the
intention being to maintain their culture
and continue to uphold their Islamic
traditions. The practice of "family
marriages", is another traditional practice
in which Mandingoes marry someone of
the same surname. Family marriages, they
say, keep the family together, and during
holidays and ceremonies the family wealth
will not be divided. Today, even though
these endogamic traditions are not as
strong, they are still present.
The connection between a mother and her
male children is considered to be special in
Mandingo culture. One reason for this
might be financial. In a large family with
multiple wives and many children, the
male children need to help support the
household. Once a male child matures, he
is expected to help provide for his mother
and take care of her for the rest of her life.
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VOCABULARY:
Family Words:
mϽ nu people/family
denba or denbaya wife/family
baden family
kε man/husband
musu woman/ wife
fa father
na mother
den child
deni yεni infant
den kε boy/ son
den musu girl/ daughter
dϽ/ dϽ ne younger sibling
dϽ kε/ dϽ musu younger brother/sister
kϽdϽ older sibling
kϽdϽ kε/ kϽdϽ musu older brother/sister
tata older sister
tεnε aunt
kaw uncle
bemba grandfather
mama grandmother
sina musu co wife
sungkudu girlfriend
bidan kε brother in law/ father in law
bidan musu sister in law/ mother in law
kamaren young man
diϽ cousin
tanyϽn/tayon companion
jati friend
dinyϽn peer
sϽdϽn ba parent
n'tϽma person with the same name as you
n'fa tϽma person with same name as your father
n'na tϽma person with same name as your mother
About Your Family
I na ye? Is your mother there?
I fa don? What about your father?
Musu yεli a bolo? How many wives does he have?
I le ka musu ta? Did you take a wife?
I na ka den yεli sϽdϽn? How many children did your mother
give birth to?
YϽn kinan di? Who is the elder one?
Kε ka musu? Man or woman?
Wo mϽ yεli? How many people are you ?
N'na ye/n'fa ye My mother is there/ My father is there
A be ye They are all there
A be kεndε They are all well
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Vocabulary Notes:
In Guinean Mandingo, denbaya means
"family", but the meaning in Sierra Leone
seems to have changed to "wife" and it is
usually pronounced "denba".
The word n'fa, "my father", can be used as
a friendly form of address for any male.
MϽ ba, "big man", can likewise be used as
a friendly form of address, perhaps similar
to "hey man" in English.
Hierarchy is very important in Mandingo
culture. Note how the hierarchy is
embedded in their words for family
members: You either must use the word
for "younger one" , dϽ, or "older one"
kϽdϽ. There are no neutral words, like
sibling or brother or sister. The older one
has more power and privilege but also has
more responsibility. When Mandingoes
say n'kϽdϽ, my older one, to one of their
relatives, they are invoking the
obligations that an elder one might have
towards his or her younger ones.
Note that the word kε, man, has a rising
tone.
Who is the elder one, "YϽn kinan di?" is
an important question for Mandingoes and
they always try to make sure they know
the answer.
The term n'fa tϽma is a form of respect.
It is considered respectful to refrain from
speaking one's father's name. For that
reason, when speaking with someone who
has the same name as their father,
Mandingoes will say n'fa tϽma instead of
the name, in order to avoid speaking their
father's name.
Kamaren means "young man"; kamaren
gbanan means "stubborn young man" or
in other words, "bachelor".
Don, in a phrase like "I fa don?"
essentially means "What about?" For
example:
I la sisε don? What about your chicken?
I la nεso don? What about your bicycle?

VOCABULARY: Counting
kilin one
fila two
saba three
nani four
lolu five
wϽrϽ six
wϽrϽmwula seven
sen/sεgun eight
kϽnϽndϽ nine
tan ten
tan ni kilin eleven
tan ni fila twelve
tan ni saba thirteen
tan ni nani fourteen
tan ni lolu fifteen
tan ni wϽrϽ sixteen
tan ni wϽrϽmwula seventeen
tan ni sen eighteen
tan ni kϽnϽndϽ nineteen
muan twenty
muan ni kilin twenty one
muan ni fila twenty two
muan ni saba twenty three
muan ni nani twenty four
muan ni lolu twenty five
muan ni wϽrϽ twenty six
muan ni wϽrϽmwula twenty seven
muan ni sen twenty eight
muan ni kϽnϽndϽ twenty nine
bisaba thirty
bisaba a ni kilin thirty one
bisaba a ni fila thirty two
bisaba a ni saba thirty three
bisaba a ni nani thirty four
bisaba a ni lolu thirty five
bisaba a ni wϽrϽ thirty six
bisaba a ni wϽrϽmwula thirty seven
bisaba a ni sen thirty eight
bisaba a ni kϽnϽndϽ thirty nine
binani forty
...
bi lolu fifty
...
kεmε one hundred
kεmε fila two hundred
...
wa kilin one thousand
wa fila two thousand
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Vocabulary Notes:
Note with counting, when you say eleven,
tan ni kilin you are literally saying "ten
and one"; likewise when you say thirty
seven, bisaba a ni wϽrϽmula, you are
literally saying "thirty and seven", etc., etc.
With words that end in "n", such as tan or
muan, the "a" of "a ni" seems to get left
out and you just say "ni" to mean "and".
The word kilin, one, is also used to mean
"the same", e.g. A be kilin di, meaning
"They are all the same", but literally,
"They are all one". A be kilin tε is "They
are all not the same" i.e. "They are all not
one".
When talking about a number of people,
one must always be specific and say mϽ,
"person". E.g. you never say "There's four
of us in our family" but "There are four
people in our family", i.e. Wom mϽ nani.

GRAMMAR
3.1 Possessive Adjectives: There are two forms for the
singular possessive adjectives: one is the basic, n', i, and a,
and the other adds "la".
Singular
Plural
1st
I ma n'fa ye?
Wo na so tϽ ko
Per
n' Do you not see my won
Manjoro
father?
na
The name of our
town is Manjoro
n'na N'na nyari le o di
That is my cat
I fa tϽ di?
Wo la bon a ka
2nd
i
How is your father
nyi
Per
called?
wo la
Your house is
fine
i la
I la so tϽ di?
How is your town
called?
A na tϽ di?
Ani la so tϽ ko
3rd
a
What is his/her
Masasa
Per
mother called?
ani la
The name of
their town is
a la A la sisε min de?
Masasa
Where is her/his
chicken?
3.2 Subject Object Verb Auxiliary
Mandingo has Subject Object Verb word order rather than the
Subject Verb Object word order of English. This means the
object of the verb come before the verb rather than after it.
For example
A sisε san na He/She is buying a chicken
I banaku fida tu la You are beating cassava leaf
The "auxiliary" in the sentence means the indirect object, the
adverb or any other part of the sentence besides the direct
object; the auxiliary always comes after the verb. For
example:
N'bϽ ni America le I come from America
Note the difference in meaning in these examples: A ka tulu
bϽ, S/he pulled palm oil i.e. made palm oil. N'ka sabe la bϽ
tulu dϽ: I pulled the key out of the palm oil. In the first
example, tulu is the direct object of bϽ, so it goes in front of
the verb; in the second example, tulu is the indirect object, so
it goes after the verb.
3.3 Two Words for "Have" In Mandingo there are two words
that could be translated as "have" into English, but they each
have a separate meaning.
bolo to possess, literally, to be in your hand
example: Musu i bolo? Do you have a woman? i.e. Is there a
woman in your hand?
sϽdϽn to get or acquire; in some contexts "to acquire" comes
to mean "to have children"; or "to be born"
example: A ka mombili sϽdϽn He/she acquired a motor car
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Grammar Notes:
The first person singular possessive
adjective shows consonant shift: the first
person singular should be n'la, but since
the "l" sound can't follow the "n" sound,
the "l" changes to an "n", hence, "n'na".
The same thing happens with the first
person plural form, wo na, wherein the
"la" changes to "na" because of the "n"
sound at the end of won.
The two singular forms of the possessive
adjectives are mostly interchangeable,
such as i bolo and i la bolo: there is not
really any difference. However, with
some common words, the la is never used,
simply as a matter of convention. For
example, you always say, n'fa, my father,
but never n'na fa. Some people say that
the form of the possessive adjective with
"la", like "n'na", "i la" etc., are only
properly used for nonhuman things and the
forms "n'", "i", etc. are only used for
people. This is true to a certain extent, but
the rule is not always followed, e.g.
sometimes people say n'na musu.

GRAMMAR cont.
Grammar Notes:

3.4 Past Tense Marker The past tense in Mandingo is used
to describe actions that are complete, and no longer on going,
like the simple past tense in English. To form the past tense,
the particle "ka" is put right after the subject.
example: N'ka wodi ta I took the money
3.5 Two Forms of "To Be": Ye and Le
1. Ye is an existential "to be". It describes whether or not a
thing exists. For example:
I na ye? Is your mother there? Alhaji ye dϽ? Is Alhaji there?
Ye is negated either with ti or sa. For example,
Wodi ti ye or Wodi sa ye There is no money
N'na ti ye or N'na sa ye My mother is not there
2. Le is a predicative "to be". It is the "to be" used to
predicate one thing of another, i.e. to say A is B. For example:
N'de karamϽ le n'di I am a teacher
GbadϽn le musu bara di Cooking is the work of the woman.
In the most basic sentence, the le simply appears after the
subject, for example, Fida le, It is a leaf. Then to say
something like "The leaf is medicine", the predicate is added
on to the end, along with the particle "di": Fida le basi di.
Other examples include, Ninsi le dantan di A cow is an
animal, or Mansa le mϽ ba di A chief is a big man.
In commonly used phrases, such as regarding
occupation, (e.g. I am a teacher) this structure is not always
followed precisely. Sometimes people will put the pronoun at
the beginning of the statement and add le di at the end,
without any predicate between the le and the di. For example
people often say N'de karamϽ le di and drop out the pronoun
n'. Or, when people ask, I le Manika le di?, people omit the
"i" between the le and the di.
The negation of le is the particle tε. For example:
N'de karamϽ tε, I am not a teacher
Fida le basi tε A leaf is not medicine
Wulu tε It is not a dog
When asking questions, the question word is usually
predicated of the subject using di. For example:
I fa yϽn di? Who is your father?
I karamϽ yϽn di? Who is your teacher?
3.6 Use of le to Emphasize The "to be" verb le can be used to
emphasize. When le follows an n sound, it changes to de. It
can emphasize: the subject N'fa le k'a san My father bought it
... the object A ka wodi ba le sϽdϽn She/he acquired a lot of
money
...the verb Ani tolon tolon de la They are playing
... or the indirect object N' bϽ ni America le I come from
America
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Contraction with the past tense marker: If
the object of the verb is the third person
singular pronoun "a" it will often contract
with the past tense marker "ka". For
example:
N'ka a ta can become N'k'a ta.
The use of le to emphasize the subject,
object, verb, or indirect object of a
sentence is very common. It adds a rather
subtle layer of meaning to a sentence. It
may be similar to the use of "na" in Krio,
as in Na cow I de buy, or Na Foday done
thief di bread. Putting the le in the
correct spot in a given sentence can be
tricky for learners, and native speakers
sometimes seem to have differing
opinions. It is possible for a learner to
just leave the le's out completely and
people will still understand. However,
native speakers use le frequently so it is
important to know that it is there. It
should be noted that the use of le in the
dialogues in this manual might not be
entirely consistent.

PRACTICE
Translate the following words into English
dinyϽn____________________________________________
musu __________________________________________
jati ______________________________________________
na ______________________________________________
n'tϽma___________________________________________
dϽ ______________________________________________
mama ____________________________________________
tata ______________________________________________
tεnε ______________________________________________
bemba ___________________________________________
kε ______________________________________________
bidan kε __________________________________________
kaw ____________________________________________
sungkudu ________________________________________
tanyϽn __________________________________________
bidan musu _______________________________________
diϽ ____________________________________________
fa ______________________________________________
den ______________________________________________
kϽdϽ __________________________________________
Comprehension Questions:
Dialogue One:
1. Mohamed na tϽ di?
______________________________________________
2. A fa tϽ di?
______________________________________________
3. A fa mu bara kε la?
______________________________________________
4. Musu yεli a fa bolo?
______________________________________________
Dialogue Two:
1. Foday la na ka den yεli sϽdϽn?
______________________________________
2. Foday kϽdϽ si ni mi?
______________________________________________
3. Foday le kinan di?
__________________________________________
4. DϽ musu ye Foday bolo?
____________________________________________
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Translation
Write the following numbers in Mandingo
1. seven
2. one
3. eight
4. fifteen
5. eleven
6. seventy six
7. one hundred
8. twenty
9. twenty five
10. thirty three
11. fifty seven
12. eighty three
13. three
14. six seven
15.one hundred and forty nine
Translate the following sentences into Mandingo:
1. Mariama is a teacher
__________________________________________________
2. My small sibling is a woman
__________________________________________________
3. Who is your older brother?
__________________________________________________
4. Her mother is a farmer
__________________________________________________
5. Alhaji is not a teacher
__________________________________________________
6. Is your older sister a trader?
__________________________________________________
7. Their grandfather is a blacksmith
__________________________________________________
8. A farmer is not a teacher
__________________________________________________
9. A praise singer is a singer
__________________________________________________
10. The farmer is a hunter
__________________________________________________
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Unit Four: Sεnε kε a ka gbεlε
Farming
Dialogue 4.1: Kε bara ambe musu bara

Cultural Notes:

Christina: I ma ta bara dia bi?
Fanta: Han. N'ma ta bara dia bi. Bi, musu nu le bara la
tiya fe dϽ. Kε nu bara ti ye bi.
Christina: Kε nu mu bara kε la tiya fe dϽ?
Fanta: Kε nu fen lanfan na ambe koloma tε la, ambe
dinkra yεni la.
Christina: Musu don? Ani mu bara kε la?
Fanta: Musu nu tiya lan na ambe bin bϽ la sεnε dϽ. Musu
nu fana gbadϽn kε la barala nu ye.
Christina: YϽn ye tiya mabϽ la?
Fanta: San o san, musu nu tiya mabϽ la. Wo le ka kε musu
ta le tiya di. Kε nu ta tε. Kε nu sa tiya mabϽ la.
Christina: Wo la den nu bara kε la?
Fanta: Den nu fana bara la. Ani le kϽnϽ nu gbεn na.
Christina: I la tiya fe ka bo?
Fanta: N'ka bϽdϽ nani le lan nyinang.
Christina: Han, a ka bo. Wo la bara a ka sia.
Fanta: N'ka bϽdϽ fila le lan seru. Nyinang, n'ka sema lan
ka tambi seru na.
Christina: A ka nyi. N'yi den nu karan na. N'ta bara le o di.
Fanta: I kusang bara la sεnε dϽ? I sa wom madema na?
Christina: I kusang n'ko! Koni won ni ta wo bada sini.

Like the other tribes in Sierra Leone, there
are many Mandingoes who work as
subsistence farmers. Their lives are
defined by the cycle of planting and
harvesting.
The planting season begins in
March, as the farmers begin to prepare
their farms in anticipation of the rain. As
the rains begin to come, the first crop to go
in are the groundnuts. Then come pepper
and rice and millet. This time is also "the
hungry season": the reserves from last
year's harvest are running low, but this
year's harvest is still a few months away.
Groundnuts take three months to mature,
usually being harvested in August, while
rice takes longer, usually harvested in
December.
The dry season is the season of
plenty: the harvests have been brought in
and the sun is shining. The farmers enjoy
themselves until it comes time to start
planting once more.

Dialogue 4.2: Banaku fe dϽ
Saio: I sa wa la n'na banaku fe dϽ?
Colin: Han, n'wa la ye dϽ le sini ka mafεlεn.
Saio: Tungkasa na da n'bada. Ani ka do tian ye dϽ.
Colin: I mu kε la sine?
Saio: N'wa la basi san dia ka kε ye dϽ.
Colin: I ka tung yεli wili?
Saio: A ka sia. N'ka tung kεmε fila wili. A ka sia ka tambi
seru na.
Colin: I ta sia ka tambi n'ta la.
Saio: I bara la nyinang? I wa la wa dϽ kεnε?
Colin: Han. N'wa la wa dϽ lon o lon. N'ka tung wili ka
banaku lan.
Saio: A ka nyi.
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Men and women both work on the family
farm, but each gender has their own set of
jobs to do. Man usually control the
process of farming and harvesting with the
exception of groundnuts.

VOCABULARY
farming words
muruba machete
daba hoe
sansan fence
sare oxen
lanfran sling shot
kadi labor cooperative
things in the bush
tu forest
sεnε farm
fεra swamp
tung heap
bin grass
nyama leaves/grass
tulafen/ sula monkey
tungkasa grasshopper
farming activities
lanfan to brush
dubukan to turn the ground
fεra bili to turn the swamp
ta sϽ to put fire
koloma madεn to stack sticks
dinka sing to dig a hole
lan to plant
bin bϽ to pull grass
funfu to nurse
fϽyi to scatter
tung wili to raise heaps
sansan don to make a fence
kϽnϽ gbεn to drive birds
mali ka to harvest rice
tiya mabϽ to harvest groundnuts
kondo food cooked for people who are working for you
nomojuwa sloppy work
Time Words
bi today
sini tomorrow
sini kεndε the day after tomorrow
kunu yesterday
kunasine the day before yesterday
kεnε usually
lon o lon every day
san o san every year
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Vocabulary Notes:
The words daba and sansan have a low
tone on the first syllable and a high tone
on the second syllable. The word tung has
a long rising tone.

The phrases lon o lon and san o san
follow a common pattern with time words:
the word is repeated with an "o" sound in
the middle. For example:
kari o kari means "every month"
lϽkun o lϽkun means "every week"
Sometimes this construction can be used
with other words unrelated to time, for
example:
fen o fen means "anything"
The pronuciation of lon o lon is usually
slurred together into lolon.

VOCABULARY (Cont.)
Size words
bo big
dϽ small
sia a lot
sema/seman a lot
jan far or tall
A ka bo It is big
A ka dϽ It is small
A ka sia It is a lot
A ka jan It is tall/far
A ma bo It is not big
A ma dϽ It is not small
A ma sia It is not a lot
A ma jan It is not far/tall
ba big
a bomba the big one
ne/ ni small
mεnsεng small
a dϽma/ dϽma ne the small one
a janmanta the tall one/ the long one
Season words:
nyinang this year
seru last year
yari next year
sama rainy season
telema dry season
Farming phrases:
Musu nu fana gbadϽn kε la barala nu ye.
The women also cook for the work men
San o san, musu nu tiya mabϽ la.
Every year the women harvest groundnuts
Wo le ka kε musu ta le tiya di.
That is what makes the groundnuts to be the women's own
Nyinang, n'ka sema lan ka tambi seru na.
This year I planted more than last year
N'ta bara le o di.
That is my own work.
A ka sia ka tambi seru na.
It is more than last year.
I ta sia ka tambi n'ta la.
Your own is more than my own.
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Vocabulary Notes:

Bo and dϽ are the words for "big" and
"small" when they are predicated of
something, i.e. "Such and such is big" or
"Such and such is small". Ba and ne/ni
are the words for big and small when they
are used as adjectives, e.g. mϽ ba, big man
wodi ne, small money wulu ba, big dog
etc.

GRAMMAR
4.1 Negation of Present Tense: Present tense is negated by
adding sa after subject
example: N'sa wa la I am not going
I sa san na You are not buying
4.2 Negation of Past Tense: The past tense is negated by
adding ma after the subject
example: A ma wa He did not go
N'ma majida I didn't buy it
4.3 Past Tense Marker "Da" The past tense is formed in two
ways.
1. ka the particle "ka" is put right after the subject
example: N'ka wodi ta I took the money
2. da the particle "da" can follow the verb
example: A be da It fell
Certain verbs tend to use ka to show past tense and certain
verbs use da. For example, the past tense of "to go", "wa" is
always formed with "da" and never with "ka". People say,
N'wa da Makεni, "I went to Makeni" and use da after the
verb to form the past tense, but they do not use ka to form the
past tense, i.e. people do not say "N'ka wa Makεni". It is a
matter of convention; most verbs seem to use one or the other
but some can use both. Transitive verbs tend to use "ka"
while intransitive verbs tend to use "da".
4.4 Descriptive Use of "Ka" The particle "ka"can connect a
subject and its descriptive adjective, having a sort of vague
positive meaning of "is". For example:
A ka bo It is big
A ka sia It is a lot
A ka nyi It is fine
The negative of ka is ma. For example:
A ma bo It is not big
A ma sia It is not a lot
A ma nyi It is not fine
4.5 Use of "Ta" to Indicate Possession The word "ta" is the
possessive adjective that means "own" as in "my own book",
or "your own pot", etc., and it also serves as the possessive
pronoun "mine", "yours", etc. For example:
N'ta le It is mine
I ta tε It is not yours.
I ka i ta sεnε sϽdϽn? You acquired your own farm?
Musu nu ta le tiya di Groundnuts are the women's
own.
N'ta le nεso di
The bicycle is my own.
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Grammar Notes:
The negative particle sa is unique to Sierra
Leone Mandingo. Some people say that it
is a linguistic feature that comes from
Kuranko. In Guinea Mandingo, the
negation of the present tense is ti, hence
people say N'ti wa la not N'sa wa la.
Occasionally people in Sierra Leone will
use ti to negate the present tense.

GRAMMAR cont.
4.6 Use of "Ka" to Express Purpose The particle "ka" can
be used in front of verbs and has a meaning similar to "to" in
English, i.e. what is usually called the infinitive. However, the
addition of "ka" does not have the same broad range of uses
like in English. In Mandingo, the addition of "ka" is used
mostly to express a sense of purpose. The "ka" could often be
translated as "in order to". For example:
N'wa da Kamabai ka tulu san I went to Kamabai to
buy palm oil
The addition of "ka" does not always mirror the English use.
N'bϽ ni sεnε dϽ ka lanfan I come from the farm to
brush, i.e. I am coming from brushing at the farm.
A ma sia ka tambi i la sεnε la It is small to pass your
farm, i.e., It is smaller than your farm.
4.7 Use of "Tambi" and "Se" for Comparison Two things
are usually compared using the word "tambi", i.e. "pass". The
postposition la appears at the end of the thing being compared
to. For example:
I la sεnε ka bo ka tambi n'na sεnε la Your farm is
bigger than my farm, literally, Your farm is big for pass my
farm.
If the one thing is smaller than the other thing, the word se, i.e.
"reach", is usually used.
N'na sisε nu ma sia ka se i ta dϽ. My chickens are
not as numerous as yours, literally, My chickens are small to
reach yours.
4.8 Use of "Ko" for Comparison With certain phrases,
comparison is expressed simply by using the word "ko", most
commonly with the word "kusang" to know how. For
example:
I kusung n'ko You know how better than I do lon bori
A ka lϽn n'ko S/he knows better than I
N'yi bori la i ko I run better than you
4.9 Use of "Wo le Ka Kε" to Express Causation The phrase
wo le ka kε means something like "that is what makes". It is
used to express a causal relationship. For example:
N'ma tulafen gbεn. Wo le ka kε ani na da n'na sεnε
ka tian. I did not drive away the monkeys. That is what made
them come and spoil my farm.
Sometimes, the phrase can be shortened to "Wo le" and
retain the same meaning. For example,
I ma tiya lan nyinang. Wo le i ma tiya sϽdϽn. You
did not plant groundnuts this year. That is what made you not
get any groundnuts.
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PRACTICE
Match the time word with its meaning in English
A. nyinang
B. sini
C. kεnε
D. telema
E. sama
F. bi
G. kunasine
H. yari
I. sini
J. san o san
K. kunu
L. lon o lon
M. seru

_____ dry season
_____ rainy season
_____ next year
_____ last year
_____ this year
_____ every year
_____ every day
_____ usually
_____ the day before yesterday
_____ yesterday
_____ the day after tomorrow
_____ tomorrow
_____ today

Each phrase below represents one of the steps in farming
groundnuts. Put the steps in the correct chronological
order from one to eight.
_____ tiya mabϽ
_____ bin bϽ
_____ lanfan
_____ dubukan
_____ ta sϽ
_____ koloma madεn
_____ kϽnϽ gbεn
_____ lan
Write a sentence in Mandingo comparing the following things
using tambi, se, or ko:
1. The size of Kamabai and the size of Freetown
__________________________________________________
2. The size of a groundnut and the size of cassava tuber
__________________________________________________
3. The number of people in Makeni and the number of people
in Waridala
__________________________________________________
4. Aminata's ability to run and Isatu's ability to run
__________________________________________________
5.Alhaji's knowledge of Liberia and Fanta's knowledge of
Liberia
__________________________________________________
6. The height of a child and the height of a man
__________________________________________________
7. The size of a grasshopper and the size of a monkey.
__________________________________________________
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Unit Five: A San Ta
Buying and Selling
Dialogue 5.1: Yabibi le
Foday: I ni ke. Tana ma tele
Sadan: Tana ma tele . I mun fe? I mu san na?
Foday: Mun ye nin?
Sadan: Jaba le.
Foday: Mun ye odi?
Sadan: Yabibi le. I sa do san na?
Foday: I y'a majida la yeli?
Sadan: N'y'a majida la wa fila kεmε lolu. A san.
Foday: N’di wa fila sara
Sadan: Awa.
Foday: Wa kilin kεmε lolu fεlεng i bolo?
Sadan: Han. I ma'ye?
Foday: Awa, A le li odi. N'yi na la sini.
Sadan: Awa a le li odi, kobarka
Dialogue 5.2: Fani su yiman?
Sheku: I ni wali tana ti yan
Abu: Tan o ti yan. I mun fe?
Sheku: I fani majida le la?
Abu: Han. N'yi fani majida le la
Sheku: Fani su yiman?
Abu: Gara fani le n'bolo. A wuleman ambe a finman a'yi
yan
Sheku: A wuleman yεli?
Abu: A wuleman wa bi saba le
Sheku: A da kagbεlε. I ti do bϽ ada la?
Abu: Awa. I di wa muan ni wϽrϽmwula kεmε lolu sara.
Sheku: N’di wa muan sara
Abu: An an, wa muan ni lulu sara
Sheku: Awa I ma wodi ye?
Abu: Awa, a le li odi
Dialogue 5.3: N'yi li majida la
Alie: I ni wali
Binti: I ni wali
Alie: I mu majida la?
Binti N'yi li majida le la. I y'a fe?
Alie: Han. N'na fe. Yεli yεli?
Binti: Nin, wa fila kεmε lolu. I yini la yεli ma?
Alie: I ti do l'a kan? N'd'a san wa fila kεmε lolu
Binti: Awa. N'di do l'a kan. I ma'ye?
Alie: N'makono. N'di ta wodi ta.
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Cultural Notes:
Almost all prices seem to be open to
negotiation. If the seller likes you, he or
she will give you deals. This also means
that many sellers will assume that a
foreigner has a lot of money and will
increase the price proportionally.
For some reason, in Mandingo, people still
try to attempt to talk about money in terms
of British pounds. Any amount in Leones
they cut in half. Hence to say four
thousand Leones in Mandingo, you say
two thousand. This started out as a way to
convert from Leones to pounds in the
years after independence, when the
exchange rate between the two currencies
was pegged at 2:1. However, the
unlinking of the Leone from the pound,
followed by years of inflation have
rendered this conversion formula totally
inaccurate. Perhaps this feature of the
language is an indication of how the
institution of money is a sort of foreign
concept in Sierra Leone.
Mandingoes have traditionally worked as
traders and merchants, relying on family
ties for business contacts and supplies.
This occupation has helped to spread the
ethnic group throughout much of West
Africa.

VOCABULARY: Things for Sale
Food:
li honey
li fafa honey comb
wusen potato
banaku cassava
ku yam
nyϽ corn
yabibi pineapple
jiriye papaya
yabεrε coco yam
foni millet
nϽnϽ milk
kili egg
wϽrϽ kola nut
Food so abundant in season they are almost free:
mangkϽrϽ mango
kurduwa plum
nεdε
locust pods
Clothing:
sambada shoes or sandals
durki shirt
kursi trousers
jala head tie
fula hat
fani cloth/clothes
jifa pocket
Money:
wodi money
wodi ba a lot of money
wodi ne/ wodi ni a small amount of money
wodi ka sia The money is a lot
wodi seman plenty money
poni "cents"
fεlεng change
sϽnkϽ price
manfen sϽnkϽ sauce money
Bargaining Phrases:
I ti do bϽ ada la? Will you not pull some from the price?
A da ka gbεlε The price is hard, i.e. expensive
I ti n'madema? Will you not help me?
N'di wa fila sara I will pay four thousand Leones
I di yεli sara? How much will you pay?
I yini la yεli ma? How much are you looking for?
I ti do l'a kan? Will you not put some on top?
N'makono Wait for me
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Vocabulary Notes:
The word jaba, onion, and woro, kola nut,
and jala, head tie, and nede, locust pods,
julu, rope, and selang, needle, all have a
low tone on the first syllable, and a high
tone on the second syllable.
Speaking about money in terms of half of
the actual amount is confusing. If the
amount is an even number, it is easier to
convert: simply divide the actual amount
of money by two. Odd number amounts
are a little harder. However, if you divide
the next lowest even number from the
amount of money in question by two and
then add kεmε lolu, i.e. five hundred, to
the end of the result, you can convert
without too much trouble. For example,
take Le 11,000. The next lowest even
number is 10,000; divide that by half,
which is 5,000, wa lolu and then add 500,
i.e. kεmε lolu. So Le 11,000 in Mandingo
is wa lolu kεmε lolu. Many younger
people don't talk about money in this way
anymore.
The word poni is said to come from the
old word for cents when pounds and cents
were still used in Sierra Leone. Poni
kεmε, for example, means 200 Leones.
The word gbεlε basically means "hard",
but it has a wide range of meanings,
covering everything from texture, to
difficulty, to price.
People will probably never use the word
fεlεng when taking about giving change
for a purchase, but the Krio derived word
"sεnsi".
SϽnkϽ and ada are two words used for
price. Ada tends to be only found
embedded in set phrases like the ones
listed here.

VOCABULARY
Tools:
muru knife
kunduwa hammer
lεntuma nail
kari thread
sεlang needle
julu rope/string
gbϽrϽ padlock
sεbεlifen/sεbεlikala pen or pencil/writing utensil
Miscellaneous Items:
safuna soap
kaba kudu round soap
kimbu charcoal
ta ji petrol or kerosine
lϽ firewood
kanakϽnϽ necklace
Buying and Selling Words
san buy
majida sell
a san ta It is for sale
a majida ta It is for buying
I mu majida la? What are you selling?
I y'a majida la? Are you selling it?
N'y'a majida la I am selling it
I sa do san na? Are you not buying some?
I mu san na? What are you buying?
I mun fe? What do you want?
Mun ye nin? What is this?
Mun ye odi? What is that?
Fani su yiman? Which kind of clothes?
Yεli yεli? How much and how much?
N'di ta wodi ta I will go and take money
I d'a san? Will you buy it?
I t'a san? Will you not buy it?
Sidi kilin yεli? One tie is how much?
I ma i la wodi ye? Do you not see your money? I.e. Look at
your money
I d'a san n'ye? Will you buy it for me?
I mu san na n'ye? What are you buying for me?
Color words:
fin black
gbε white
wule red
a finman/a finmanta the black one
a gbεma/ a gbεman the white one
a wulema/ a wuleman the red one
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Vocabulary Notes:
There are really only three color words the
Mandingoes use in Sierra Leone: fin,
black, white, gbε, and wule red. These
color words are really more like color
concepts rather than the names of colors
like in English, especially gbε. Gbε
means "white" but it also can mean
"clean" or it can serve as a verb "to clear".
Use of "this" and "that"
The word for "this" is nin. The word for
"that" is wo. Usually if wo is used by
itself, the particle "di" is attached to it,
hence when you point out something you
say "wodi", that.
When wo is used as an adjective to modify
a noun, it attaches itself closely to the
pronunciation of the noun. For example,
KeMo na da kunu That man came
yesterday
N'ka da baMo ta I took that big pot
I ka Fanta lon? A finmantaMo? Do you
know Fanta? That black one?
"This" nin and "that" odi are predicated of
nouns simply by adding them after le. For
example consider the following patterns:
N'na musu le nin This is my woman
I la muruba le odi That is your machete
With the phrases N'y'a majida la and I
y'a majida la, notice the contraction of the
pronoun "a" with yi: yi a turns into y'a.

GRAMMAR
5.1 Contraction "I m'a'ye?": "I m'a'ye" is a common
phrase meaning literally "Did you not see it?", but usually
means something more like "look at it" in English. It is a
contraction of "I ma a ye?" which becomes "I m'a'ye?"
Note that "N'ma a ye?" "I did not see it" and "N'ma i ye" "I
did not see you" contract into the same thing "N'm'aye".
5.2 Future Tense Marker: The future tense is formed by
adding di after the subject
examples: N'di wa I will go
A di na He/ She will come
5.3 Future Tense Negation Marker: The future tense is
negated by replacing di with the particle ti after the subject
example: Wo ti wa You all will not go
N'ti na I will not come
5.4 Contraction with the Future Tense Marker: If the
object of the verb is the third person singular pronoun a, the
pronoun will contract with the di, turning into d'a. If the
future marker is not contracted in this way, native speakers
seem to regard it as ungrammatical.
examples: N'di a san I will buy it, turns into N'd'a san
Ani di a majida, They will sell it, turns into Ani
` d'a majida
The marker for the negation of the future tense, ti, also
contracts with the object of the verb in the same way
example N'ti a san "I will not buy it" becomes N't'a san
5.5 Imperative Commands To make a command, simply
state the verb, without any tense marker. Ta! for example,
means Go! The pronoun can be added in front of the verb, for
emphasis. For example I ta, You go! or Wo ta, You all go!
5.6 Instrumental Use of "La" La has an instrumental use, in
order to show with what or how an action is completed. It
could be broadly translated as "with" or "by means of". For
example:
N'di da la fa ji la I will fill the pot with water
I ti do bϽ a da la? Will you not pull some with the
price?
5.7 Use of the Postposition "Ye" This word means "for" as
in "for someone" and it appears in a variety of phrases:
I mu san na n'ye? What are you buying for me?
N'k'a san n'jede ye I bought it for myself
N'yi safuna san na n'na musu ye I am buying soap
for my wife
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GRAMMAR (Cont.)

Grammar Notes:

5.8 How to say "To Have": To say "I have a goat" you
literally say, "A goat is in my hand". See the table below for
the various permutations
Affirmative
Negative

With the expression for "to have", the
negation marker "sa" and the negation
marker "ti" are used interchangeably.

singular

plural

singular

plural

1st Ba n'bolo Ba wom
per I have a bolo
goat
We have
a goat

Ba ti n'bolo
or
Ba sa n'
bolo
I don't have
a goat

Ba ti wom bolo
or
Ba sa wom
bolo
We don't have a
goat

2nd Ba i bolo Ba wo
per You have bolo
a goat
You all
have a
goat

Ba t'i bolo
or
Ba sa'i bolo
You don't
have a goat

Ba ti wo bolo
or
Ba sa wo bolo
You all don't
have a goat

3rd Ba a bolo Ba ani
per He/she
bolo
has a goat They
have a
goat

Ba t'a bolo
or
Ba s'a bolo
He/she
doesn't have
a goat

Ba ti ani bolo
or
Ba sa ani bolo
They don't have
a goat

5.9 The Verb "To Want" Most commonly in Sierra Leone
Mandingo, when they say "I want it", they say "N'na fe",
literally meaning "I am with it", using the postposition "fe"
meaning "with".
Affirmative
Negative
singular
1st N'n'a fe
per I want it

plural

singular

plural

Wom y'a
fe
We want
it

N's'a fe
Wom s'a fe
I don't want We don't want it
it

2nd I y'a fe
Wo y'a fe
per You want You all
it
want it

I s'a fe You Wo s'a fe
don't want it You all don't
want it

3rd A'y'a fe
per S/he
wants it

A s'a fe
S/he wants
it
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Ani y'a
fe
They
want it

Ani y'a fe They
want it

Notice the contractions in some of the
negative forms also for the expression for
"to have". Ba sa i bolo becomes Ba sa'i
bolo, pronounced with a long i. Ba ti a
bolo becomes Ba t'a bolo.
When there are two nouns in the phrase,
rather than a noun and a pronoun, the
expression of "to have" can become more
complicated. Often the "to be" verb ye is
added to make the sentence clearer. For
example:
Bara ye musu nu bolo The women have
work
Ninsi ye mansa ke bolo The chief has a
cow

The with phrases such as I y'a fe, N'na fe,
etc, there is a contraction with the 3rd
person singular pronoun, a. For example:
I y'a fe You want it
from I ye a fe
N'n'a fe I want it
from N ye a fe
The negative form always uses the particle
"sa", for example, N'sa kini fe, I don't
want rice. This particle also contracts with
the third person singular pronoun, a, so
people usually don't say N'sa a fe, but
N's'a fe.

PRACTICE:
Short Answer:
Imagine you are at the market; estimate the approximate cost
of each item in Leones and write it out in Mandingo:
1. safuna __________________________________
2. sambada_________________________________
3. yabibi_____________________________________
4. wusen sidi kilin _____________________________
5. li __________________________________________
6. jaba _____________________________________
7. muru _____________________________________
Short Answer:
Make a dialogue between a trader, Foday, and Musu, who is
buying a pair of sandals
Foday ____________________________________________
Musu ____________________________________________
Foday ___________________________________________
Musu ____________________________________________
Foday ____________________________________________
Musu ____________________________________________
Foday ____________________________________________
Musu ____________________________________________
Short Answer:
List three things you might say to a trader in order to get him
or her to reduce the price
1. _______________________________________________
2. _______________________________________________
3. _______________________________________________
Matching:
Match each Mandingo term with its equivalent in English
1. li
______a. milk
2. wusen
______b. pineapple
3. banaku
______c. honey
4. ku
______d. mango
5. nyϽ
______e. cassava
6. mangkϽrϽ
______f. shirt
7. yabibi
______g. corn
8. jiriye
______h. clothes
9. sambada
______i. hat
10. durki
______j. potato
11. kursi
______k. yam
12. fula
______l. papaya
13. fani
______m. trousers
14. nϽnϽ
______n. shoes/ sandals
15. muru
______o. knife
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Unit Six: Na Kini Don
Cooking and Eating Rice
Dialogue 6.1: N'yi manfen tabi la
Alpha: I ni ke
Seray: I ni ke. Tana ma tele
Alpha: Tana ma tele. I mu kε la?
Seray: N'yi manfen le tabi la
Alpha: N'de ma kusang tabi la. I di n' na bila?
Seray: Awa. N'di i la bila. N'bara da mako. N'bara ji kε
da dϽ. N'bara da si ta kan. Tεn tεn ji le tabi la.
Alpha: I mu kε la sine?
Seray: N'yi jεr kε a da dϽ, ambe tulu, ambe froto, ambe
kor. A ba tabi dϽni, n'di fida kε.
Alpha: Fida yiman?
Seray: N'yi wusen fida tabi la bi le. N'ma fida la tε budu.
Alpha: Awa n'di mafεlεn i fida la tε la.
Seray: Wusen fida ka d'i ye?
Alpha: Han. Wusen fida a ka nyi. A di n'ji
Dialogue 6.2: N'sa binka fe
Sorie: Na kini don
Alusain: Awa. YϽn ka gbadϽn kε bi?
Sorie: N'na musu ka gbadϽn kε. N'di binka ta. I kini don na
binka la, nye?
Alusain: N'sa binka fe. N'yi bolo ta la.
Sorie: I bolo ta la? Awa. I ma ji ye? I di i la bolo la ko. N'ka
sϽbϽ sϽdϽn n'na sεnε dϽ. N'ka kε manfen dϽ.
Alusain: SϽbϽ yiman?
Sorie: Tulafen
Alusain: Manfen a di n'je. I la musu kusang gbadϽn kε la
kosεbε. Ko barka. N'bara fa fϽlϽ.

Cultural Notes:
The gender roles for Mandingo men and
women are very clear cut, as with other
Sierra Leonean tribes. Cooking is one of
the main jobs of the Mandingo woman and
she spends a good part of every day
cooking. The man's main role is to
provide what the woman puts in the pot
and then to eat it when she is done
cooking.
Also like other groups in Sierra Leone,
meal time for Mandingoes is a communal
affair: everyone enjoys eating together.
There are certain rules when this happens.
For example, men and children and
women eat separately and the smallest
ranking person who is among those eating
from the plate is the one who eats the last
bit on the plate.
When someone gives you a plate of rice to
eat by yourself, it is polite to leave some
on the plate in order to show that you are
satisfied. Nearby children are sure to eat
the remainder.

Dialogue 6.3: Kini Kordor
Alpha: I sϽma Fanta
Fanta: Tana ma si. N'yi Allah tanto. I ka gbadϽn kε kunu?
Alpha: Han. N'na musu ka gbadϽn kε. A'ka tiya ji le tabi
Fanta: A ka kϽbϽ kϽbϽ kε a dϽ?
Alpha: A ka do kε.
Fanta: A k'a sϽdϽn mi?
Alpha: N'k'a sϽdϽn n'na sεnε dϽ.
Fanta: I ka kini be don kunu?
Alpha: A ba to dϽni. N'yi kini kϽdϽ la kaliya la tεn tεn
Fanta: Awa, a le li odi. N'wa la wa dϽ.
VOCABULARY
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dishes
manfen sauce
kini cooked rice
fufu dish made from fermented and pounded cassava
to like fufu except made from dried cassava
sadi partially cooked rice which is left to sit
moni pap
fϽyo like pap except made from dried cassava
kini gbε rice without any plasas, though sometimes with some
kind of garnish
sumbara a garnish made from locust seed; kenda in Krio
tula a sauce that comes from seed from a tree
tiya ji groundnut soup
lafidi kini gbε with various sorts of garnishes.
bankaku bilεkε boiled cassava
cooking words
tabi to cook
gbadϽn to cook
tibi to cook
ninki to soak
tu to pound
N'de ma kusang tabi la I don't know how to cook
I di n'na bila? Will you show me (how to do something)?
N'bara da mako. I have washed the pot
N'bara ji kε da dϽ I have put water in the pot
N'bara da si ta kan I have put the pot on the fire
N'ma fida la tε budu I haven't cut the leaf yet
mafεlεn to watch/taste
Da la ji Take down the pot
Kini bϽ dϽ Take the rice out
eating words
Na kini don Come eat rice
Na donni kε Come eat
N'yi bolo ta la I am using my hand
I di i bolo mako? Will you wash your hand?
A di? / A ka di? Is it sweet?
A ma di? Is it not sweet?
N'bara fa I am full
Pani la fidan Sweep the pan, i.e. eat the leftovers in the plate
kϽye/kϽyebϽ breakfast
kirindi burp
tϽ the remainder
sanang the crust of the rice from the bottom of the pot
maran to keep as reserve for later use
nyarasi to keep something for some one
don / donni kε / domini kε to eat
balo to feed
Vocabulary Notes:
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There are two words for rice: mali is
uncooked rice, and kini is rice that has
been cooked. Malo is an alternate form of
mali
There are two words for cook: tabi and
gbadϽn. They mean basically the same
thing and are interchangeable. Tibi is the
word for cook from the Guinean dialect of
Mandingo, but it is used occasionally in
Sierra Leone.
The word kusang means "to know how
to". Whatever verb you know how to do,
cook, or work or dance, takes a la at the
end. For example:
N'kusang tabi la I know how to cook
A kusang bara la S/he knows how to
work
I kusang dϽn na You know how to dance
Along with all the other uses of la, it is
also a verb that means "to put on top, or to
set".
The word bila, as in I di n'na bila? "Will
you show me?" is a word with a very
broad meaning. Bila literally means "put
in"; hence when you show a person how to
do something, you are "putting them
inside".
BϽ dϽ, like in the phrase Kini bϽ dϽ, is a
sort of compound verb: bϽ means "pull"
and dϽ is the postposition meaning "in".
People use bϽ dϽ in situations where
something is being removed from some
kind of container, hence in English, "take
out".
A lot of time people will say kϽyebϽ to
refer to breakfast. However, the common
phrase people use is, I bara kϽye bϽ
literally meaning, "Have you pulled
breakfast?" and the verb bϽ seems to have
become a part of the word itself.
The word di means sweet, e.g. A di It is
sweet or A ma di It is not sweet. "Sweet"
in this case means not mean "Sweet like
sugar" as it does in English, but sweet as
in tasty and delicious. "Sweet" in
Mandingo can also have the broader
meaning of "to like" or "to prefer".

VOCABULARY

miscellaneous things around the house
da pot
binka spoon
kini binka rice spoon
manfen binka sauce spoon
kolong mortar and pestle
sinfen chair/bench/stool
sofa bed
da door
bon house
sada cooler
seran broom
jesa/jasa latrine or fenced washing area
kϽlϽng da well
nyari cat
wulu dog
nyina rat
sise chicken
dondon rooster
soso mosquito
ingredients
mali/malo uncooked rice
mali kama rice with the husk still on
mali kolo rice with the husk removed
boma imported rice
froto pepper
kϽ salt
fida leaf
banaku fida cassava leaf
wusen fida potato leaf
sϽbϽlϽn fida kren kren
je squash
tulu palm oil
tiya tulu groundnut oil
sϽbϽ meat
minang deer
kεrεng squirrel
jεr fish
jεr jaran dried fish
jεr kεndε fresh fish
jaba onion
tiya groundnut
tiya de pounded groundnuts
soso beans
kϽbϽ kϽbϽ egg plant
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Vocabulary Notes:

The words soso mosquito and dondon
rooster and jaba onion and sada cooler
have a short low tone on the first syllable.
Je squash has a rising tone.
Tiya de: de literally means "flour"; hence
roasted groundnuts pounded with a mortar
and pestal are "groundnut flour".

GRAMMAR
6.1 Perfect Tense The perfect tense is formed by adding the
particle bara after the subject. Examples:
N'bara wa I have gone
I bara wϽrϽ san You have bought a kola
6.2 Subordinate Construction Using Ba: The word ba can
serve as a subordinating conjunction meaning "when" or
"after". For example,
N'ba bϽ school la, n'di wa Makeni When I get out of school,
I will go to Makeni
N'na musu ba ban kini tabi la, wom di kini don When my
wife is done cooking, we will eat rice
Note that with some commonly used phrases, people will drop
the second syllable off the perfect marker bara, and just say
ba, but the phrase does not become a subordinate clause. For
example in the phrase, A ba to dϽni, "There is a little left", the
ba is short for bara, and it is not a subordinating conjunction.
6.3 Prefix laM Used with Verbs to Indicate Transitive Verbs
with Active Voice
Often the particle "la" is used between the object of the verb
and the verb itself.
For example:
N'yi ji la kaliya la I am boiling water
N'bar'a la mε
I have understood it
This la marker serves to indicate that the verb is in the active
voice and has a direct object, distinguishing it from passive
meanings of the verb. Consider the difference between the
phrase N'bara fa and N'bar'a la fa . If you say N'bara fa
after you ate, that means "I am full", or more literally, "I have
been filled". That is to say, N'bara fa is an example of
passive voice. On the other hand, if you say N'bar'a la fa,
that means "I have filled it". Thus, N'bar'a la fa is an
example of active voice. The addition of the la makes the
difference in meaning between the two phrases clear.
Another example is with the word na, "come". Na in
Mandingo can become a transitive verb with the addition of
"la", meaning something like "bring". For example:
Karan de k'a la na It is studying that brought she/he
Notice that when the object of the verb ends in an "n" sound,
the la will change to na. For example, in the question, I mun
na bεn na? What are you making? the la has changed to a na.

Grammar Notes:
The perfect tense in Mandingo is different
than in English. The English perfect tense
describes actions that were completed at
some past time, yet have consequences
that continue to be relevant. The perfect
tense in Mandingo, on the other hand, is
used when the speaker wishes to
emphasize the transition of an event from
being uncompleted to being completed.
A more literal translation of the perfect
tense in Mandingo might be to use
"become" in English. For example, a
more literal translation of N'bara wa is
something like, "I have become gone".
Sometimes people will use bari rather
than bara as the perfect marker, though
some people consider bara to be more
correct.
This use of la as a prefix in front of verbs
is important because Mandingo does not
have separate verbal forms for passive and
active voice. Instead it is context that
usually makes it clear if the verb has active
voice or passive voice. One clue as to
whether it is active voice or passive voice
is if the verb has a direct object. A verb in
the passive voice can't have a direct object
because the object of the verb has become
the subject. The la between the object and
the verb serves as a sort of object marker,
making it clear that the verb has a direct
object and hence active voice. Even if the
object pronoun has disappeared into the
tense marker as a result of contraction, the
la shows that the verb has an object.
There are some verbs that look as though
they take possessive adjectives as objects,
for example, "N'ka i la bila" I showed
you. Isn't i la a possessive adjective?
Actually, this is the second person pronoun
i; the la is the prefix on the verb
indicating that it has active voice.

GRAMMAR (cont.)
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6.4 Use of kε to Emphasize Some verbs use a second verb,
ke after the main verb, meaning simply "make". It provides
emphasis. Example: I gbadϽn kε la You are cooking,
literally, you are making cooking. Ani kεlε kε la They are
fighting, or literally, they are making fighting.
6.5 Use of "li" as Antipassive With some expressions, li (or
ni after verbs that end with n due to consonant shift) is added
to the end of the main verb followed by the verb kε. This "li"
is what linguists call the "antipassive". There is no difference
between passive voice and active voice in Mandingo, so this
construction of adding li to the end of the verb along with the
verb kε shows the main verb to be emphatically in the active
voice, i.e. it is "antipassive".
example: Na donni kε Come and make eating
Ni sεbεli kε la I am making writing
The addition of this li essentially turns the verb into the object
of the noun kε. For example "donni" is the object of kε in
Na donni kε As a result, li is sometimes used to turn a verb
into a sort of gerund, allowing the verb to function as a noun.
For example:
Sanni a ka gbεlε The selling is difficult.
6.6 Use of di to Express Preferences Di means "sweet" but
not necessarily just "sweet like candy": it also has a broader
meaning of "delicious or tasty". By extension, di is also used
to say if you like something or not.
Affirmative
Negative
1st A di'nje; A di'nye; A ka
per di'nje
It is sweet to me/ I like it

A ma di'nje; A ma
di'nye
It is not sweet to me/ I
don't like it

2n A d'i ye; A ka d'i ye
d It is sweet to you
per

A ma d'i ye; A ma d'i
ye
It is not sweet to you/ You
don't like it

3rd A di'ye; A ka di'ye
per It is sweet to him/her

A di'ye; A ka di'ye
It's not sweet to him/her;
She/he doesn't like it
Examples: Salone ka din'je I like Sierra Leone
Ba sϽbϽ ma di'nje I don't like goat meat6.
6.7 Repetition of the Subject Pronoun A pronoun is often
included after the subject of the sentence. This happens
occasionally in informal English, e.g. My mother she is mad,
but it is very common in Mandingo, e.g. Kini, a di n'je, tele a
kaliya ni
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Grammar Notes:
In the expression a di'nye, the ye means
something like "to" or "for". Notice how
the y sound blends together with the j
sound and the two sounds seem
interchangeable: A din'ye and A din'je
seem equally correct. Also notice how due
to contraction, "It is sweet to you" A d'i ye
and "It is sweet to him/her" A di'ye has
the same pronunciation.

PRACTICE:
Short Answer
List the ingredients that would go into making one Sierra
Leonean dish of your choice
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
Rearrange
Put the following steps in the correct order
Tulu kε da dϽ
Da mako
Da la ji
Da si ta kan
Kini don
Kini bϽ dϽ
KϽ kε da dϽ
Ji ke da dϽ
I la tanyϽn nu kili
Jer kε da dϽ
Fida kε da dϽ

___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________
___________________________

Comprehension Questions
Answer the following questions using complete sentences
Dialogue One:
1. YϽn ye ma kusang tabi la?
__________________________________________________
2. Manfen ba tabi dϽni, Seray di mu kε?
__________________________________________________
3. Alpha di mu mafεlεn?
__________________________________________________
Dialogue Two:
1. YϽn ka gbadϽn kε bi?
_________________________________________________
2. Alusain kini don na mu na?
__________________________________________________
3. Sorie ka sϽbϽ yiman sϽdϽn?
_________________________________________________
Dialogue Three:
1. Fanta ka manfen yiman tabi kunu?
_________________________________________________
2. Fanta mu la kaliya la?
__________________________________________________
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Unit Seven: Wayasi Yi Di?
Traveling
Dialogue 7.1: I wa la nεso le kan?
Sheku: I wa la mi?
Abu: N' wa la Magburaka.
Sheku: I wa la nεso le kan?
Abu: An an. N'ba se sila ba la, n'di mombili ta. N'di nεso
to sila fadan na.
Sheku: Sila ka jan ka ta nεso kan han Magburaka.
Abu: Han. Tonya le. Ka bϽ Waridala, ka wa Makeni,
"mile" yεli? I k'a lϽn?
Sheku. Ka bϽ yan, ka wa Makeni, "mile" bi saba. I mεng na
Magburaka?
Abu: N'sa mεng na. N'yi tele fila le kε la ye dϽ. N'yi na la
simbidi lon.
Sheku: Simbidi lon mi na la?
Abu: Han. Simbidi na to. Tεnε lon, school d'a la ka.
Sheku: I di battery san n'ye? N'di wodi dima.
Abu: Awa, n'di na battery di i ye.
Dialogue 7.2: N'wa da saya dϽ
Kadiatu: I wa da min de nu?
Tida: N'wa da Kabala le.
Kadiatu: I wa da mun na ye dϽ?
Tida: N'wa da saya dϽ. N'kaw la musu fa da.
Kadiatu: I ni tϽrϽ
Tida. Awa
Kadiatu: I mεng da ye dϽ?
Tida: N'ka lϽkun kilin ta ye dϽ.
Kadiatu: YϽn ka'i jiya?
Tida: Musu kϽdϽ do ka n'jiya.
Kadiatu: YϽn ka mombili sara dima?
Tida: N'kϽdϽ le ka mombili ta mϽ be ye. Wom be wa da
mombili kilin dϽ.
Dialogue 7.3: N'ma sila lϽn
Musa: N'wa la Waridala koni n'ma sila lϽn. I ka sila lϽn?
Fanta: Han. N'ka sila lϽn. I ba bϽ Makeni, i di wa han
Mahera Junction. Sila bara kεnyi. Barala nu bara la sila
la sine.
Musa: I di tambi Kamabai la?
Fanta: Han i di tambi Kamabai la. I ba se Mahera
Junction, i di sila fadan ta i bolo maran dϽ. Ka bϽ Mahera
Junction han Waridala, sila ka ju.
Musa: Mombili di se tambi la ye dϽ?
Fanta: Han mombili ta la ye dϽ, koni a ka gbεlε. Kuru sila
la. Mombili sema sa ta la ye dϽ fo kilin kilin.
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Cultural Notes:
Mandingoes are not very numerous in
Sierra Leone, so outside of a Mandingo
speaking neighborhood or village there is
not very much Mandingo. However, it is
still surprising how many Mandingoes one
meets.
Like other Sierra Leoneans, Mandingoes
are very hospitable. They seem always
ready to put up a friend or stranger for a
night or two and give them a food and a
place to sleep.
Burial ceremonies are an important part of
traditional Mandingo culture, and people
spend a lot of time and money traveling to
attend the burial ceremonies of relatives.
According to the Islamic rules of
traditional Mandingo culture, the deceased
must be buried as soon as possible, usually
within a day, and all the relatives come to
attend the ceremonies. When someone
dies in a small village, everything shuts
down completely while the necessary
ceremonies are carried out.
At this initial ceremony, the
relatives and well wishers make an
appearance, give their sympathies to those
affected, give a donation of money, and
keep company for a while. According to
custom, everyone who comes to the
ceremony is served rice to eat.
There are further ceremonies that
take place after three days, after seven
days, when those gathered recite the
Koran, and the most important ceremony,
after forty days, when the Koran is recited
again and a cow is sacrificed, for those
who can afford it.
When a person travelings, saying goodbye,
"sari", is an important ritual, similar
perhaps to the emphasis put on greeting.
If you don't say goodbye, people will give
you a hard time. Of course, Sierra
Leoneans don't always say goodbye to
each other: for various reasons, such as to
avoid requests for money or to avoid
someone who has a grudge, Sierra
Leoneans will sometimes keep their travel
plans secret until the last moment.

VOCABULARY
transportation
mombili motor car
nεso bicycle
kulun boat
samakulun airplane
sing foot
bori to run, to ride, to drive
mombili sara money for transportation
distance and size
A ka jan It is far
A ma jan It is not far
A wula ka jan The distance is far
A wula ma jan The distance is not far
days of the week
tεnε lon Monday
talata lon Tuesday
alraba lon Wednesday
almusa lon Thursday
juma lon Friday
simbidi lon Saturday
lahadi lon Sunday
months
jϽnbεndε
anabi kari makono
anabi kari
anarola
anorola fila nyorn
araja makono
araja ba
sun kari makono
sun kari
min kari
donki makono
donki
Funeral words
saya funeral
i ni tϽrϽ I am sorry
A ka tu I am sorry
su the body of the deceased
dantε to make an appearance
sumu/ bado to keep company
saraka bϽ to make a sacrifice
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Vocabulary Notes:
The word for bicycle, nεso comes from
two other words, nε, iron, and so, horse.
Hence bicycle is an "iron horse".
Samakulun, airplane, comes from two
words, sama, up, and kulun, boat, so a
samakulun is literally an "up boat"
The word sing means "foot". It is
pronounced with a rising tone. To say "I
am going on foot" can be accomplished in
two ways. N' wa la n'na sing de la I am
going with my feet. N'yi sen na I am
going with my feet, literally, I am footing.
The word taman, walk, also has the
connotation of going by foot.
There are not words for distances like
“mile” or “kilometer” in Mandingo, so
usually people usually use the standard
measurement of the former colonial power.
The days of the week in Mandingo are
derived from Arabic.
The Mandingoes traditionally follow a
lunar calendar, the months changing
according to the moon, so there are no real
equivalents in English. Note that the word
for "month" and the word for "moon" are
the same word, kari.
The word for "day" and the word for "sun"
are the same, tele. Tele has a low tone on
the first syllable and a high tone on the
second. There are two words for "day":
tele and lon. Tele refers to the kind of day
that you count, such as "I went to
Freetown ten days ago" while lon refers to
names of days, such as days of the week or
holidays.

VOCABULARY (cont)
time words
kari month
san year
lϽkun week
tele day
han until
tεn tεn now
fϽlϽ now
sisεng now
sine now
sa right now
budu for now
nu before, earlier
fϽlϽ dϽ at an earlier time
wo lon that day
bi kunyo one week from today
lokun na to the coming week
lokun mi na la the week that is coming
fo kilin kilin except for once in a while
directions
wodi there/that
bolo kini dϽ to the right
bolo maran dϽ to the left
sando upside
dula downside
traveling phrases
I wa la nεso le kan? Are you going on bicycle?
I mεng na Magburaka? Are you going to be a long time in
Magburaka?
N'sa mεng na I am not going for long
N'ti mεng I will not be long
N'di mombili ta I will take a motor car
N'ba se ... When I reach...
Ka bϽ yan, ka wa Makeni, a ka jan To come out of here, to
go to Makeni, it is far.
wayasi trip
kuru sila la There are rocks in the road.
tomayima? What time?
wati yiman What time
sε to return or go back
kϽsε to return or go back
jiya to lodge
sari to say goodbye
N'yi nεso la bori la I am riding a bicycle
londan stranger
Allah n'i kanda May Allah guide you
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Vocabulary Notes:
Wodi, there/that, is used to refer to things
that are in view. In other words, wodi is
used to refer to something that you can
point at.
The phrase wo lon can refer to a day in the
past or a day in the future. It can also be
used to refer to an indefinite time in the
past, something like the expression "that
one time" in English.
Karo is the form of kari used in Guinea.
Siseng also comes from the Guinean
dialect.
Tomayima comes from two words, toma
"time" and yiman "which"; the a and the y
contract to make a long i sound. When
some people pronounce it, the n sound at
the end of yiman sometimes drops off, as
in the phrase “tomayima”
The difference between to and boloka: To
and boloka both mean "to leave".
However, to has a meaning of "leave
something alone with your hands"; for
example, someone might tell two children
who are fighting "A to!" Boloka has
more of a meaning of two diverging paths.
Hence someone might say "Mombili ka
sila boloka" The motorcar left the road.
"To" can never be used to mean "to
leave a location" as in the English phrase
"I left home yesterday". In a situation like
this it is best to use the word "bϽ" i.e. "to
come out".

GRAMMAR
7.1 Use of di with Ta and Na The particle di can be added to
the end of ta, go, or na, come to mean "go with" or "come
with". For example:
N'ma na wodi di I didn't come with money
A di wa sisε di S/he will go with the chicken
The third person singular pronoun usually contracts:
N'bara w'a di I went with it
A ma n'a di S/he didn't come with it.
7.2 Attraction of Object Pronoun to Tense Marker When
an sentence with an pronoun as a direct object of the verb is
pronounced, the pronoun tends to be attracted to the tense
marker right before it, if there is one. Below are a few
examples:
The first person singular pronoun n', when it is an
object, is often pronounced together with the object marker
rather than the main verb. For example: I di n' taran. You
will meet me. The n' is pronounced as a part of the tense
markert di rather than with the verb taran.
When the second person singular pronoun i follows the
past marker ka, the i the syllables contract, turning into ka'i.
For example Sanki ka i taran mi? Where did the rain meet
you? is often pronounced as Sanki ka'i taran mi?
7.3 Attributive Use of "La": La sometimes seems to
function almost like a "to be " verb in some situations in order
to describe the attributes of something. In this case "la"
might be literally translated as "with". Consider the following
examples:
Konko n'na I am hungry, literally "Hunger is with me"
Nεnε i la? Are you cold? Literally, "Is hunger with you?"
Kuru sila la Rocks are in the road Literally "Rocks are with
the road"
The construction can be negated both with sa and ti. Note
the consonant shift in the first person from la to na and the
contractions that can happen with the negative forms.
Affirmative
Negative
1st Konko n'na
per Hunger is with me

Konko sa'n na; Konko ti'n
na
Hunger is not with me

2n Konko i la
d Hunger is with you
per

Konko sa'i la; Konko t'i la
Hunger is not with you

3rd Konko a la
per Hunger is with him/her

Konko s'a la; Konko t'a la
Hunger is not with him/her
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PRACTICE
Translate the following terms regarding time into English
kari ________________________________________
lahadi lon ________________________________________
almusa lon ________________________________________
san ________________________________________
tele ________________________________________
tεnε lon ________________________________________
simbidi lon ________________________________________
juma lon ________________________________________
lϽkun ________________________________________
alraba lon ________________________________________
talata lon ________________________________________
Comprehension Questions:
Dialogue One
1. Abu di na tomayima?
__________________________________________________
2. A di tele yεli kε Magburaka?
__________________________________________________
Dialogue Two
1. Tida wa da mun na Kabala?
__________________________________________________
2. YϽn ye fa da?
__________________________________________________
Dialogue Three
1. Alie wa da mun na wayasi la?
_________________________________________________
2. Alie jiya da min de?
Dialogue Four
1. Barala nu bara la min de?
__________________________________________________
2. Sila ka nyi han mi?
__________________________________________________
Composition
Write a short composition giving directions between two
towns in Sierra Leone
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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Unit Eight: I bara kεndεya?

Cultural Notes:

Sickness and Health
Dialogue 8.1: N'fadi be dimi la
Foday: Tana ma si
Mbalu: Tana ma si ye
Foday: N'ma kεndε
Mbalu: Akatu. I ni tϽrϽ. Mun ye i dimi la? I fadi mu dimi
la?
Foday: N'fadi be dimi la.
Mbalu: I bara basi ta?
Foday: Basi ti n' bolo. I ka basi ming dima wo lon, a bara ban
sine.
Mbalu: N'di basi yini i ye.
Foday: Awa. Wo bara diya n'ye. Basi su yiman i bolo?
Mbalu: N'de fidakun n'bolo ka'i dan dan. N'ka ming dima
fϽlϽ dϽ, wo le n'bolo sine.
Foday: I di n'a di n'na bon na?
Mbalu: Awa, N'ka ming sϽdϽn, n'di n'a di.
Dialogue 8.2: Ka wa laptani
Fanta: I ta da i la den di kunu laptani?
Musu: An an. N'ma ta kunu. N'yi ta la bi le.
Fanta: A mεng da i la den jankari da?
Musu: N'na den na da yan wati min dϽ, a jankari da. A la
jankari bara tele nani le ta.
Fanta: I ma se ta l'a di laptani? Mu kε ni?
Musu: Ka ta den di laptani, wodi sema le o di. N'ma wodi
sϽdϽn budu, koni n'na kε wodi yini la. A d'a sϽdϽn bi, ni
Allah sϽn da.
Fanta: Ni Allah sϽn da. Allah ni deni sϽ basi dϽ. Allah n'i deni
kεndeya.
Musu: Amina.
Dialogue 8.3: N'bara fisa dϽni
Mbalu: I bara fisa bi?
Foday: Han. N'bara fisa dϽni. N'bara kεndεya. Allah
tanto.
Mbalu: N'ka basi ming dima kunu, i k'a ta?
Foday: Han. N'ka wo le ta. N'jati fana ka basi kolo dima.
Mbalu: A kε ni ko, basi yiman ka'i dan dan?
Foday: N'kε ni ko fanka min fidakun na, wo le ka n' dan
dan.
Mbalu: I ba fidakun sϽdϽn, i di kεnεya kaliya, nyε?
Foday: Han, ni Allah sϽn da.
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The conception of medicine in Mandingo
culture is very broad. In the US, medicine
means something used to treat a specific
illness or symptom. However, medicine
for the Mandingoes means anything that
promotes health in general; people don't
only take medicine just when they are sick
and the medicine might not treat a specific
symptom. For example, vitamins or
nutritional supplements could be called
"medicine" in Mandingo.
Leaves are the traditional form of
medicine for the Mandingoes, called
fidakun. The power that different leaves
have is perhaps something that borders on
mystical or magical. Basi kolo is the
medicine that comes in tablet form from
foreign countries.
Regarding health and sickness is one time
when Mandingoes' faith is readily
apparent. People can take different kinds
of medicine and find different kinds of
leaves in the bush, but ultimately a
person's health or lack thereof depends on
God.
Categorization and description of illnesses
is mostly a Western preoccupation. Most
Mandingoes say they are either well, or
they are sick, but answers more specific
than can be hard to come by.

VOCABULARY
parts of the body
kun head
kunsi hair
tolo ears
nya eyes
nun nose
nεng tongue
ning teeth
da mouth
kan neck
sisi chest
si breast
jusu heart
bolo hand/arm
bolo tε palm
soring finger nail
ko back
kϽnϽ stomach/belly
sing feet/legs
wolo thigh
fadi body
fadimasi body hair
useful phrases
I fadi mu dimi la? Where on your body are you hurting,
literally, What is your body hurting?
N'bara muku I have sprained
I bara fisa? Have you improved?
I bara kεndεya? Have you become well?
N'bara jankari I have become sick
Jidi n'na I have a boil
N'na kϽnϽ kε la/ N'na kϽnϽ bori la I have diarrhea.
I ni tϽrϽ I am sorry for your suffering
Akatu I am sorry
Ni Allah sϽn da If Allah agreed
Ko ko Allah le Everything is with Allah
fϽlϽ dϽ the time before
Wo bara diya n'ye That has become fine to me
A kε ni ko It looks like that...
N'kε ni ko I think that ...
bathroom terms
suna kε to pee
luma bϽ to pee (the polite term)
bu kε number two
bokuna pass gas
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Vocabulary Notes:
The word bolo refers to the hand and arm
together; there are not two different terms
like in English. Likewise, the word sing
refers to the foot and the leg together.
The word sing has a rising tone.
The word kε, do, has a wide range of
meanings. With the phrase "A kε ni ko",
kε means something like "looks like", as
in "It look like that...". Then with the
phrase "N'kε ni ko" that idea is extended
to mean something like"I think that".
N'kε ni ko is used to when sharing one's
opinion. The influence of Krio is quite
evident here: A kε ni ko is a translation of
"E tan like se..." and N'kε ni ko is a
translation of "I feel se..."

VOCABULARY continued
medicine
fidakun leaf used as medicine
basi medicine
basi kolo medicine in tablet form
sϽli injection
laptani hospital/clinic
illness
gbandiya sickness
jankari sickness
dimi pain
tamban wound
tϽrϽ to suffer
jidi boil
sϽiyan scabies
muku to sprain
tϽ tϽ to cough
fisa to improve
kεndεya health
prayers
Allah n'i deni sϽ basi dϽ May Allah give your child medicine
Allah n'i deni kεndεya May Allah make your child well
Allah n'i si jan dima May Allah give you a long life.
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GRAMMAR
8.1 Use of Bara Meaning "Become" and the Suffix MYa In
some expressions, the perfect marker "bara" can be used with
adjectives to mean "become". For example:
N'bara kori I have become tired
I bara fisa Have you become better?
With some adjectives Mya must be added to the end
fato crazy I bara fatoya You have become crazy
kεndε well N' bara kεndεya I have become well
dϽ small A bara dϽya It has become small
bo big
A bara bonya It has become big
8.2 Relative Adjective"Ming"
The word ming has roughly the same function as what is
called relative conjunction in English, which includes "who",
"which", or "that" or "whose" or "where". There are three
basic situations in which it can be used.
1. The word ming can be used to modify the subject of
the sentence. For example, MϽ ming taman na sanki kϽdϽ, a
di suma A person who is walking under the rain will get wet.
2. It can modify the direct object of the sentence. For
example, I ka manfen ming tabi kunu, a din'je The sauce
that you cooked yesterday was sweet to me.
3. Or it can modify adverbial phrases. For example,
Sanki bara na wati mi, n'di tiya lan. At the time that the
rain comes, I will plant groundnuts.
The word ming appears directly after the word that it
modifies, just like adjectives. There are two main differences
between the use of the "relative adjective" ming in Mandingo
and relative conjunctions in English like "who", or "which".
1. In Mandingo, you cannot embed relative phrases inside
main clauses the way you can in English. Consider the second
example above. In English we say "The sauce that you
cooked yesterday was sweet". The main clause is "The sauce
was sweet" and the relative clause is "that you cooked
yesterday" and the relative clause appears right after the
subject inside the main clause. In Mandingo, the relative
phrases must be separated out from the main clause, making a
distinct main clause and subordinate clause; that is, we would
have to say, "The sauce that you cooked yesterday, it was
sweet". Notice that when ming modifies the subject of the
sentence, the usage can deceptively parallel the usage in
English. In the first example above, the use of ming it seems
to resemble English. However, the two clauses must still be
separated; notice how the pronoun a is repeated in the main
clause "a din'je".
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Grammar Notes:
In some situations ming is pronounced
more like "mi", but the meaning is the
same. Consonant shift often happens after
ming because of the "n" sound.
The grammatical term in English for
"who", "which" and "that" is "relative
conjunction", but that is not quite the right
word when talking about Mandingo
because ming does not act as a
conjunction; Mandingo does not use
conjunctions to string together clauses like
in English. Perhaps "relative adjective" is
a more appropriate term.

2. The other difference is that word order never changes in
Mandingo. In English, when we separate the relative clause
from the main clause, the word order changes: the word being
modified by the relative clause must stay at the beginning of
the sentence, even if it is the direct object of the verb, which
usually comes after the verb in English. Consider again the
example "The sauce that you cooked yesterday, it was sweet".
Here, "the sauce" is the direct object of "cooked", yet in the
English sentence it appears at the very beginning of the clause.
With Mandingo, the word order never changes.
There are a few patterns according to which the word
ming is often used.
1. When ming modifies the object of the verb with the past
tense marker, the pattern looks like this:
N'ka kini ming dima... The rice that I gave you ...
A ka kimbu ming san... The charcoal that s/he bought ...
If the verb has no object in particular, ming can be used alone,
functioning as an indefinite relative pronoun:
I ka ming tabi kunu...
What you cooked yesterday ...
I ka ming san lahadi lon... What you bought on Sunday ...
When ming modifies adverbial phrases, the patterns
look like this:
2. When ming modifies wati, "time" (the posposition dϽ, in,
can be added after mi)
I na da wati ming ...or I na da wati ming dϽ ... The time
when you came
N'dor wati ming... or N'dor wati ming dϽ... The time when
I was small
3. When ming modifies fan, "part" or "area" or "place"
Ni bara la fan ming ... The place where I am working
A den nu karan na fan ming ... The place where s/he is
teaching the children
4. When ming modifies nya "the way"
I bara la nya ming ... The way that you are working...
N'yi sεbεli kε la nya ming ... The way that I am writing ...
8.3 Predicative of Speech The predicative of speech in
Mandingo is ko. This is a very common word, meaning "say",
though the equivalent in English is "that". For example:
N'kε ni ko n'di na sini I think that I will come tomorrow
A kε ni ko sanki di na yan dϽ It looks like that rain will
come here
Sometimes the person who spoke can be left out completely,
leaving only the "ko". For example:
Ko n'ni na mali di (They) say, let me come with the rice
In this case, "they" or whoever said to bring the rice is not
explicitly stated.
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PRACTICE
Short Answer
Give the names of the following body parts in Mandingo
thigh ____________________
head _____________________
eye _______________________
foot ______________________
leg ________________________
hand _______________________
arm _______________________
mouth _____________________
tongue _____________________
stomach ___________________
heart _______________________
back _______________________
teeth _______________________
chest ______________________
Translation
Translate the following phrases into Mandingo
1. The place where you are working is far away
_________________________________________________
2. The rice that you cooked yesterday is not gone yet
__________________________________________________
3. The road that we took to go to Bumbuna was very bad.
__________________________________________________
4. The time we rode bicycles to Bo I got very tired.
_________________________________________________
5.The town that I was born in is small.
__________________________________________________
6. I will find the person who stole my hat.
__________________________________________________
7. My friend showed me the way that people study Arabic.
__________________________________________________
8. On the Tuesday that is coming we are going to Freetown
__________________________________________________
9. I saw Ernest Koroma speak the time that he came to Karina.
__________________________________________________
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10. The sauce that I ate today was very sweet.
__________________________________________________
11. We met you at the place where the men are working.
_________________________________________________
12. They are going to the place where there is no rain.
__________________________________________________
13. I saw the person who was selling potato leaf going to
Kabala.
__________________________________________________
14. The way that you are dancing is fine.
_________________________________________________
15. I will not send for a person whose name I don't know
_________________________________________________
16. They will not send you to do what you don't know how to
do
__________________________________________________
17. I went to a place in the bush where the trees are big
__________________________________________________
18. I can't hear something that does not make noise.
__________________________________________________
19. Send a person who is strong
_________________________________________________
20. Make sauce that is sweet today
__________________________________________________
21. I saw the women who are cooking rice
__________________________________________________
22. The time when the chief came they sent me the sauce that
had chicken in it
__________________________________________________
_________________
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Unit Nine: I ti m

Ͻ

s Ͻ?

Gift Giving
Dialogue 9.1: N'ma'i samba fen dϽ
Aminata: Chernor, i ni wali, tana ma tele. I bara tunu de.
Chernor: I ni wali. N'ma tari yan, koni n'bara na sine.
N'bϽ ni Saralon de.
Aminata: I ka'n samba fen dϽ? N'na samba la bϽ.
Chernor: N'ma'i samba fen dϽ.
Aminata: Mun na ko i ma'n samba? Ba a lϽ n'na i ni n'sϽ wodi
dϽ. N'ta min de?
Chernor: Wodi sema ti'n bolo. N'tari Saralon wati mi
n'ma wodi sϽdϽn. Wo le ka kε, n'ma'i samba.
Aminata: I b'a sϽdϽn wati ming i ni n'sϽ. N'yi na sini i bada?
Chernor: I ka na. I ti'n taran ye dϽ.
Aminata: Awa, i ba na wati ming, i ni deni kε ka na n'bada.
Dialogue 9.2: N'di musu kilin dima
Musa: Baba, i ni wali. Musu i bolo?
Sean: An an. Musu sa n' bolo. Mun na i ka n' mayinika?
Musa: N'na fe n'ni musu kilin dima.
Sean: Musu yiman?
Musa: N'ma musu ye fϽlϽ. N'b'a ye, n'd'a fϽ i ye.
Sean: Won na namu tε wodi ka musu di mϽ ma. N' tari
tubabu du wati ming, mϽ mϽ ti wo kε la
Musa: I sa musu fe yan dϽ?
Sean: N'ma na musu ko la yan dϽ. N'na da bara dia le.
Musa: MϽ mϽ ba na yan dϽ, fo n'ba musu kilin di a ma.
Sean: N'yi musu fe, koni wati ma se budu.
Musa: N'ni na musu di sini?
Sean: I ka na musu di. I kana musu dima budu. N'ba wili,
n'd'a fϽ i ye, ko, i ni na musu di.
Dialogue 9.3: Kε n'bolo
Bala: I le fadagbε musu i ni wali ko. I bϽ ni mi?
Emily: N'bϽ ni n'na bon na.
Bala: I ta la mi sine?
Emily: N'wa la mataman dia so dϽ.
Bala: N'ka'i samba fen dϽ.
Emily: I ka'n samba mun dϽ?
Bala: N'ka kannakϽnϽ le san i ye. I ma'i ye?
Emily: N's'a fe. Kε n'bolo. A b'a ye n'kan na, a di dimian,
a di n' gbasi.
Bala: Awa. Wo ni wa kilin di taman dia.
Emily: An an. I ka na ta. N'wa la n'tanyϽn le bada. Won
di nyϽn ye sini.
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Cultural Notes:
Gift giving is an important part of life for
Mandingoes. It is how they make friends,
show respect to elders, celebrate, cope
during times of hardship and more. As
foreigner, it can be difficult to participate
in this culture of gift giving because
people seem to believe all foreigners are
unbelievably rich, thus putting
unreasonable pressure on the foreigner and
his or her pocket book. It is quite
acceptable to refuse, over and over, to give
gifts. When people ask for a gift, they are
mostly just thinking: it won't hurt to ask.
However, people appreciate gifts, even a
small gesture. A person who receives a gift
should reciprocate in some way, and it is
an easy path to friendship. The fact is,
people are a lot more cooperative when
you give them gifts. Unfortunately, this
mindset does not make it easy to carry out
corruption free development projects.
It is the tradition among the Mandingoes
to "give" a woman to a foreign male to
marry. Not any foreign male, but one
who comes and lives with the Mandingoes
and proves himself to be a good man.
Perhaps today this tradition isn't as strong
as it once was, but the offers of "giving" a
woman are sure to come with regularity.
Even if most of the offers are jokes to a
certain degree, a foreigner marrying a
Mandingo woman is something that most
fathers would welcome. To avoid the
situation, it is best to keep it all at the level
of a joke.
Offers of gifts from Mandingo men, as
well as offers of marriage, are sure to greet
foreign women with alarming frequency.
For a subsistence farmer, a gift of money
is one of the only options to make any
money. As a result, there is a whole
economy that exists in small villages, not
of buying and selling, but of giving gifts,
everything based off of a web of
relationships and obligations.

VOCABULARY:
Gift phrases:
samba gift
N'na samba bϽ Take out my gift
I ka'n samba fen dϽ Did you bring something for me as a
present?
N'ma'i samba fen dϽ I did not bring anything for you as a
present
N'sϽ wodi dϽ Give me money
fanda the gift a host gives to a guest
A ka n' fanda S/he gave me a guest`gift
wϽrϽ kola nut/ an offering of money
N'na wϽrϽ min de? Where is my kola nut/gift of money?
Wo na namu tε wodi ka musu di mϽ ma It is not our culture
to give a woman to someone.
bonya dima To give respect
N'na kun bara bonya My head has become big, i.e. I feel
proud/ I feel respected/ I feel dignified
sinka/julu to borrow or to lend
Other phrases:
N'ma tari yan I was not here
I tari yan? Were you here?
I ka na Don't come
I ka na ta Don't go
N'ma wili budu I am not ready yet
N'd'a fϽ i ye I will tell you
N'ba wili, n'd'a fϽ i ye, ko, i ni na musu di When I am ready
I will tell you to come with the woman
mϽ mϽ ti wo kε la No one does that
Dima versus SϽ
These two words both mean "to give". However dima has the
sense of "to hand from one person to another"; sϽ has the sense
of "to give a gift you never expect to get back". Examples:
dima
sϽ
1 Kadiatu gave rice Kadiatu ka kini
to Foday
di Foday ma

Kadiatu ka
Foday sϽ kini dϽ

2 Mohamed gave
you money

Mohamed ka'i sϽ
wodi dϽ

Mohamed ka
wodi d'i ma

3 The children will Den nu d'a di
give it to Seray Seray ma

Den nu di Seray
sϽ a dϽ

4 I gave money to
him

N'ka wodi
dema

N'k'a sϽ wodi dϽ

5 I am not able to
give my bicycle
to Alusaine

N'ti se n'na
nεso di la
Alusaine ma

N'ti se Alusain sϽ
la n'na nεso dϽ
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Vocabulary Notes:
Note the contraction with the N'd'a fϽ i ye
meaning "I will tell it to you": the fϽ and
the i contract to be pronounced with an
"oi" sound as in "boy". N'd'a fϽ i ye "I
will tell it to you" and N'd'a fϽ a ye "I will
tell it to him/her" contract so that they both
sound about the same "N'd'a fϽye".
With these phrases like these the predicate
of speech ko is very common in order to
introduce what you are talking about, e.g.
N'd'a fϽ a ye ko ...
With the phase mϽ mϽ ti wo kε la "No
one does that", mϽ mϽ is a phrase the
means something like "no one". In Sierra
Leone, people usually translate "no man"
in Krio into mϽ mϽ. However, mϽ mϽ
more accurately means "anyone",
following the same pattern as "san o san"
or "lon o lon" or "fen o fen" or "fen fen"
etc.

With the word sϽ, the person you give to is
the direct object, and the thing you give is
the indirect object; the indirect object is
always followed by the postposition dϽ.
With dima, the thing you give is the direct
object while the person given to is the
indirect object; the indirect object comes
after di and before ma.
With the verb dima, any time the indirect
object is the third person plural pronoun a,
there is usually a contraction that happens:
N'ka kini di a ma "I gave rice to him/her"
often becomes pronounced like N'ka kini
dema; see example four. In order to form
the present tense of dima, the present tense
marker la comes after di and before ma,
e.g. I ti se kini di la ma? "Are you not
able to give rice?" See example five.

GRAMMAR
9.1 Past Progressive Tense Marker This tense describes on
going progressive actions that happened in the past, similar to
the past progressive tense in English such as "I was going to
school" or "You were eating rice". It is formed by adding the
particle tari after the subject.
examples: Alhaji tari ye, Alhaji was there
I tari wa la Makeni. You were going to Makeni
However, Mandingo does not use this tense marker the same
way it would be used in English. Strictly speaking, Mandingo
does not have a real imperfect tense marker. Tari is a form of
the word "taran", meaning "to meet". (Sometimes, in fact,
people pronounce tari more like taran.) Hence, the
"imperfect tense" is really an idiomatic use of the word taran,
"to meet". To retranslate the examples above: Alhaji tari ye
literally means "Alhaji meets is there" I tari wa la Makeni
literally means "You meet going to Makeni"
This tense marker is not particularly common; most
often it is used with the "to be" verb ye, such as I tari ye,
because there is no other past tense marker for this verb.
9.2 Negation of the Past Progressive Tense Marker
In Sierra Leone people often negate the past progressive tense
marker with "ma tari". Hence
Alhaji ma tari ye Alhaji was not there
I ma tari wa la Makeni You were not going to Makeni
9.3 Prohibitive Expressions In order to say "Do not" do
something or another, add the particle "ka" or "kana" after the
subject. For example,
I ka sϽ Don't give Kini kana tian Let the rice not spoil
9.4 Hortatory Expressions Hortatory expressions are used to
tell people to do something, but they are not as strong as an
imperative. Hortatory expressions are constructed in English
using "let" such as "Let her come and ask me her self". The
word "ni" is used to mark hortatory expressions in Mandingo.
It comes after the subject and the verb has no tense marker.
singular
plural
1st
per

N'ni mafεlεn
Let me study

Won ni mafεlεn
Let us study

2nd
per

I ni mafεlεn
Let you study

Wo ni mafεlεn
Let you all study

3rd
per

A ni mafεlεn
Let him study

Ani ni mafεlεn
Let them study
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Grammar Notes:

Some people say the negation "ma tari" is
not correct because it treats tari as if it
were a tense marker, even though it is not.
This use of "ma tari" is really a translation
of the Krio construction "no bin de", such
as "Alhaji no bin de" into Mandingo.
Some people use a different version of the
negation which goes like this: Alhaji
taran ti yan Alhaji was not there, i.e.
"Alhaji meets he is not there" Or even
Alhaji tun ti yan, in which tun is another
form of taran.
In the Guinean dialect of Mandingo, "ni"
means "and". Hortatory expressions
involve a sort of idiomatic use of "and".
Hence when you say A ni na, "Let him/her
come" you are literally saying something
like "S/he and coming"
The first person singular pronoun in the
present tense and the hortatory marker can
sound similar. Context allows one to hear
the difference as well as the lack of tense
marker.
Example: N'ni madema Let me help
N'yi madema na I am helping
N'ni karan Let me study
N'yi karan na I am studying
When the third person singular pronoun a
is the object of the verb, it will contract
with ni which becomes n'a
Example: N'ni a ta? that is, "Let me take
it?" becomes N'a ta?

GRAMMAR (Cont.)
9.5 Use of Hortatory Expressions With the Verb "To
Want" Hortatory expressions are used with the verb "to
want" fe in order to express wants and desires. For example:
singular
plural
1st N'n'a fe n'ni karan
per I want to study or I want
let me study. Literally: I
am with me and study

N'na fe won ni karan
I want us to study or I want
let us study. Literally: I am
with we and study

2n N'n'a fe i ni karan
d I want you to study, or I
per want let you study.
Literally: I am with you
and study

N'n'a fe wo ni karan
I want you all to study, or I
want let you study.
Literally: I am with you all
and study

3rd N'n'a fe a ni karan
N'n'a fe ani ni karan
per I want him/her to study, or I want them to study, or I
I want let him/her study. want let them study.
Literally: I am with s/he Literally: I am with them
and study
and study
9.6 Alternative Form of the Verb "to want" Using "LϽ":
Another form of the verb "to want" involves the word lϽ,
meaning "feeling". Ji lϽ n'na, I want water, means literally,
"Water feeling is with me" or "Feeling for water is with me".
Note the "Attributive Use of "La" at work with this phrase.
affirmative
negative
singular

plural

singular

plural

1st Ji lϽ n'na Ji lϽ won na
per I want
We want
water
water

Ji lϽ ti n'na Ji lϽ ti won na
I don't want We don't want
water
water

2n Ji lϽ i la Ji lϽ wo la
d You want You all want
per water
water

Ji lϽ t'i la
You don't
want water

Ji lϽ ti wo la
You all don't
want water

3rd Ji lϽ a la Ji lϽ ani la
Ji lϽ t'a la Ji lϽ ti ani la
per S/he
They want
S/he doesn't They don't
wants
water
want water want water
water
Hortatory expressions are used with lϽ in the same way as
expressions for "want" using fe. For example:
A lϽ n'na n'ni wa Makeni "I want to go to Makeni", more
literally, "It's feeling is with me to let I go to Makeni"
A lϽ i la Alhaji ni na? "Do you want Alhaji to come?", more
literally "Is it's feeling with you to let Alhaji come?"
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PRACTICE:
Composition
Write a dialogue between Bockarie and Fanta. Foday has just
returned from Freetown and he has to explain to Fanta why he
did not send for her.
Fanta
__________________________________________________
Bockarie
__________________________________________________
Fanta
__________________________________________________
Bockarie
__________________________________________________
Fanta
__________________________________________________
Bockarie
__________________________________________________
Fanta
__________________________________________________
Bockarie
__________________________________________________
Fanta
_________________________________________________
Bockarie
__________________________________________________
Short Answer
For each question, choose one of the options. State your
preference using n'na fe and hortatory expressions.
1. I y'a fe i ni karan ka i y'a fe i ni bara wa dϽ?
__________________________________________________
2. I y'a fe i ni wa Saralon ka i y'a fe i ni wa Kabala?
__________________________________________________
3. I y'a fe Alhaji ni na bara i ye ka i y'a fe Foday ni na bara i
ye?
__________________________________________________
4. I y'a fe n'ni den nu karan bi ka i y'a fe i ni den nu karan bi?
__________________________________________________
5. I y'a fe i ni kini don ka i y'a fe i ni fufu don?
__________________________________________________
6. I y'a fe n'ni na i la durki di ka i y'a fe n'ni na i la kursi di
__________________________________________________
7. I y'a fe a ni na ka i y'a fe a ka na?
__________________________________________________
8. I y'a fe won ni wa kϽ dϽ ka i y'a fe won ni wa so dϽ?
__________________________________________________
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Translation
Translate each sentence into Mandingo
1. I want him to come here right now
__________________________________________________
2. I want you not to come here
__________________________________________________
3. My mother wants me to go to work at the farm
__________________________________________________
4. Who wants to study tomorrow?
__________________________________________________
5. We want to go to buy something for you
__________________________________________________
6. The chief wants you to come talk with him
__________________________________________________
7. I want you to show me how to cook rice
__________________________________________________
8. The women want you to come and give them some potatoes
__________________________________________________
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Unit Ten: I sali da bi?
Islam
Dialogue 10.1: Silama nu la sali nya
Abu: N'ba wa mεsidi la, n'm'lϽn n'di ming kε. A lϽ n'na ka
Silama nu la sali nya karan.
Karim: Awa. I ma buku ye? A ta. I ba nin karan, i d'a lϽn
i di ming kε mεsidi la. N'i kϽndϽfili la, i ni na n'bada, i di
n'mayinika ni a ka i diya.
Abu: Awa, i ni ke. N'd'a karan dϽni dϽni.
Karim: I ba don mεsidi kϽndϽ, a ma gbεlε. I di mϽ nu
mafεlεn. Ani ba ming kε, i di wo kε.
Abu: Tana tε. Wo ka nyi.
Karim: I ba do karan buku dϽ, i di Mohamed nyinika. A
d'i madema. I k'a lϽn kosεbε.
Dialogue 10.2: I ye sun dϽ?
Aminata: I ye sun dϽ?
Seray: Han. N'de sun dϽ.
Aminata: I ye kari kilin be le don na? N'ma la o la.
Seray: An an. I ma kan ka kari kilin be don. Wom domini
kε la nyani suba sali. Tele ba bϽ, wom ti domini kε wom ti
ji mi han tele ni be.
Aminata: Awa, N'bar'a la mεng. Wo sun don na tele le dϽ
tung. N'ba, n'na fe ka sun dϽ. N'di se wo kε la?
Seray: Han. Wom be ye sun tε kε la mεsidi le la.
Aminata: Wo ye mun don na wo ba kε sun tε la?
Seray: Wati sema, wom moni ambe sadi le mi na. Tuma
do, mϽ nu banaku bilεkε ambe to donni kε la
Aminata: Wo ye mun don na suba na?
Seray: Wati dolo wom di kini kϽdϽ don koni wati dolo
musu nu di wili jona ka gbadϽn kε. Wo dϽ wom di kini
kalama don.
Aminata: Sun kari le don na mun de la? A tono ye mun di?
Seray: Sun kari, a ye kari bili bili ba le di. A ye lohϽrϽma
kari le di. A ye kari le di, mϽ nu ko ju be to la kari ming
na, kεlε kε, wiya fϽ, songyali, nafiya, ani a su sema.
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Cultural Notes:
Mandingo children traditionally went to
the karanta where they learned the Koran.
Karanta means "koranic school" but also
"study fire": during the dry season,
especially during the harmatan, the
students gather wood to make a fire,
around which they gathered to study in the
morning and in the evening.
In the past, many Mandingo men were
karamorko, Koranic teachers, and
according to tradition, many recruited
karanden, koranic students. These
karanden left behind their families and
were essentially adopted by their teacher,
their karamϽko, with whom they lived
and worked. When the karanden become
adults, they moved back with their
families and became koranic teachers in
their own communities.
Today the tradition of the karanta has
faded and it only happens on a small scale
in certain villages; the practice of a
karamϽko "adopting" a karanden no
longer happens. Some Mandingoes who
live in towns believe that the karanta
tradition is not a very effective way to
learn the Koran and it is better to let the
children learn Arabic with a slate and
when they are ready to begin to read the
Koran, it is better to buy them their own
copy of the Koran.

VOCABULARY
Arabic phrases common in Sierra Leone languages
Salam walekum Peace be with you
Walekum salam And also with you
Bismilai In God's name
Allah wahakbar God is greatest
Astafulai God forbid
Alhumdulilai All praise is to God
Walai truly
Inshala God willing
Words for prayer
sali to pray
duwo kε to pray to God
duba to pray
The accoutrements for praying
sali fani prayer clothes
sali fula prayer hat
tasabir prayer beads
gbεsεn prayer mat
muke the white shoes that old Mandingo men wear
Holiday words
sunkari Ramadan
sunkari sali Eid il Fitr
donki sali Eid il ada
saraka bϽ to make a sacrifice
layan the sacrifice made on Eid al ada
Theological words
anjεnε heaven
jahanama hell
dunya the world
algiama lon judgement day
Koranic study
karanta Koranic school
karanden students in the Koranic school
karamϽ teacher
wala wooden tablet for copying passages from the Koran
kala the pen used for writing on the wala
duba the ink used for writing on the wala
lasmami the name of the water collected when the wala is
washed off to erase the Koranic verses.
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VOCABULARY cont.

Vocabulary Notes:

Useful Phrases:
A lϽ n'na ka Silama nu la sali nya karan.
I want to learn about the way Muslims pray
N'i kϽndϽfili la...
If you are confused...
ni a ka i diya
If you want, literally, if it is sweet to you
Ani ba ming kε, i di wo kε.
What they do, you will do that
N'ma la o la
I don't believe that
I ma kan ka kari kilin be don
You don't have to do it for the one whole month
Sun kari le don na mun de la?
Why is Ramadan observed?
A tono ye mun di?
What is its profit?
A ye kari bili bili ba le di
It is a big, big month

The word "la" is used to express the word
"believe" along with the instrumental use
of the postposition "la". Hence when you
say "I believe it" N'la la a la, you are
really saying something like "I put it".
N'ma la o la means "I don't believe that".

Bad behavior:
kεlε kε fighting
fanya fϽ/ wiya fϽ telling lies
songyali stealing
nafiya gossiping
Miscellaneous words:
wati sema Many times
wati dolo Sometimes
wo dϽ That means...
tuma do Sometimes
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The word "tuma do", "sometimes" is
very productive. It does not just refer to
time, but serves as an adverb expressing
uncertainty; its meaning is similar to
"maybe" in English. For example:
Tuma do, n'di wa sinikεndε Maybe I will
go the day after tomorrow.
The use of tuma do in this context is
identical to the use of somtεm in Krio

GRAMMAR
10.1 Prefix maM Used with Verbs
The prefix ma is often used with certain verbs, but not as a
negation. For example
I k'a masϽdϽn You obtained it
N'wa la mataman taman na I am going strolling
In these examples, the addition of ma does not seem to
significantly change the meaning. In other cases it does, for
example
I bara n'na sambada manϽ You have made my shoes
dirty
N'ka makaran Makeni I was trained in Makeni
In these cases the "ma" prefix means something like "cause
to". In the preceeding examples, ma is added to nϽ, dirty,
which then means, "to cause to be dirty"; in the same way, ma
is added to karan, which then means, "to cause to learn". For
some words, the ma prefix will result in a significantly
different translation into English, and in other situations, the
difference is negligible.
10.2 Use of "Ni" to Mean "if" In some situations "ni" can
mean "if". For example:
Ni a ka i diya If it is sweet to you, i.e. if you want
Ni Allah sϽn da If God agreed
Note that ni can contract with the second person singular
pronoun i. For example:
N'i kϽndϽfili la... If you are confused...
10.3 Use of "kan" to Express Obligation
Obligation can be expressed using the word kan i.e. "on". For
example:
N'ka kan ka wa fen majida dia I have to go and sell.
Literally, it means something like, "It is on me to sell".
A ka kan ka musu fudu He has to marry a woman
The negation of this construction is formed with ma. For
example:
A ma kan ka fen songya S/he does not have to steal things
10.4 Use of "ni" with the Conjunction "Han" Ni, meaning
"and", can be used with verbs after han, until. For example:
...han tele ni be that is "...until the sun sets" or more literally
"Until the sun and falling". In this example, ni is used
because the sentence is not referring to a particular time, but a
general pattern of events.
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GRAMMAR cont.
10.5 Ideophones
An ideophone is a word whose meaning is rooted in the sound
it makes. They are not very common in English but a good
example is "lickety split" as in "The children ran down the
street lickety split".
In Mandingo, ideophones are very common. They are
usually used in specific, conventionalized phrases. Usually
they are used to describe extremes of various kinds.
Perhaps the most common ideophone in Mandingo is fueo,
which is usually used to describe an extreme absence or lack.
In English it could loosely translated as meaning something
like "not at all".
Example:N'ti se fueo I am not able to at all
Other common ideophones include:
ideophone
example
duk emphasizes large
quantities.

MangϽrϽ a'ye duk Mangoes
are there in large quantities

kεf emphasizes large
quantities.

Wodi i bolo kεf You have lots
and lots of money

jop emphasizes extreme
correctness or accuracy

A le li jop That is it exactly

pus emphasizes extreme
whiteness

A gbε ni pus S/he/it is very
very white in color

kϽdϽ kϽdϽ emphasizes
extreme heat.

A kaliya ni kϽdϽ kϽdϽ It is
extremely hot

king emphasizes extreme
health

I kεndε king You are very
very healthy

jεnk emphasizes extreme
absence

I bara tunu jεnk You have
been away from us for a long
time
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PRACTICE:
For each pair of words, give the definition of each, and then
use each word in a sentence.
se _________________________________
mase ______________________________
1. ________________________________________________
2. ________________________________________________
lϽ _________________________________________
malϽ ____________________________________________
1.________________________________________________
2.________________________________________________
ji ________________________________________________
maji_____________________________________________
1. _______________________________________________
2. ________________________________________________
nϽ _____________________________________________
manϽ ____________________________________________
1.________________________________________________
2.________________________________________________
li ________________________________________________
mali_____________________________________________
1. ________________________________________________
2. ________________________________________________
karan ____________________________________________
makaran___________________________________________
1. ________________________________________________
2.________________________________________________
sϽdϽn ___________________________________________
masϽdϽn _________________________________________
1. ______________________________________________
2.________________________________________________
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Appendix I: Range of meaning of selected verbs
In English, it seems as though there are an endless amount of
words for various kinds of action; each kind of action in each
specific situation seems to have its own word. In Mandingo,
on the other hand, a single word can be used in a huge variety
of situations. Below are a few examples.
1. se the main meaning is "to be able"
I di se n'madema na? Are you able to help me?
A di se na la sini. S/he will be able to come tomorrow.
and an extension of this meaning is "to reach"
Sanki di se yan The rain will reach here.
N'ba se Makeni, n'd'i kili When I reach Makeni I will call
you
2. bεn the main meaning is "to make"
bεn to make
YϽn ka kolong la bεn? Who made the mato odo?
Bεn can also mean "to meet up"
N'bara i na bεn sila la
Or "agree" as in
Wom bara bεn We have agreed
Or "consensus" as in
Bεn ka di Consensus is sweet
or "fitting" as in
I la fula, a bεn ni You hat is fitting, i.e. It is fitting for
you, or it looks good on you
or "to clean" as in
N'ka n'na bon la bεn kunu I cleaned my house
yesterday
3. bila the main meaning is "to put in"
N'yi ta bila la bi le I am putting in fire today i.e. I am
running the generator
and since you "put yourself in clothes", bila also means "to
wear" N'sa sambada bila la I am not wearing sandals
I fani nyima bila la You are wearing fine clothes
and when you show some one how to do something, it
involves "putting someone in" in a metaphorical sense, so
another meaning of bila is "to show"
YϽn ka'i bila Manika kang dϽ? Who showed you
Mandingo?
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4. bϽ the main meaning is "to pull". There are a variety of
idiomatic uses of "pull" in Mandingo including
N'fa di tali bϽ My father will pull a story
N'kϽdϽ di wodi bϽ My older sibling will pull money
I ti n'na samba bϽ? Will you not pull my gift?
Kε ba kϽdϽ di saraka bϽ The old man will pull a
sacrifice
most common is when people use bϽ to mean "come from"
I bϽ ni mi? Where are you coming from?
N' bϽ ni wa dϽ. I am coming from the bush
another common meaning is "to be enough"
Tulu ming da dϽ, a di manfen bϽ? Will the palm oil
that is in the pot be enough for the sauce?
A t'a bϽ It will not be enough for it
5. kε has an exceptionally broad range of meanings. The basic
meaning is "to do"
I mu bara kε la? What work do you do?
but it can also mean "to put" or "to add"
N'di fida kε da dϽ I will put the leaf in the pot
and "to happen"
Mu kε ni? What happened?
or "to send"
N'di den kε ka wa kϽ dϽ I will send a child to go to
the river side
or "resemble"
N'de kε ni ko n'na I resemble my mother
or "to seem"
A kε ni ko sanki di na yan It seems like rain will
come here
or "to be ready"
I bara kε wa la, i di'n kili When you are ready to go
you will call you.
in some situations kε can even function as a sort of "to be"
verb
A ti kε ye S/he will not be there.
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Appendix II: Overview of the Tense Markers
Tense Markers:
Tense Name

Tense Marker
After Subject

Tense Marker
After Verb

Present

``

la

Past

ka

``

``

da

Perfect

bara

``

"Imperfect"

tari

``

Future

di

``

Stative

``

ni

Negation Markers:
Tense Name

Negation Marker After Subject

Present

sa

Past

ma

Perfect

ma

"Imperfect"

ma tari

Future

ti

Stative

sa
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Appendix III: Overview of the words used as "to be"
verbs:
"To Be" verbs:
Verb Name

example:

existential

ye

Kini ye? Is there any rice?

predicative

le

Ninsi le dantan di A cow is an
animal

descriptive

ka

A ka bo It is big

Attributive
use of la

la

Konko i la Hunger is to you
I.e. You are hungry

predicative
use of bara

bara

N'bara kori I have become
tired

Markers used to negate "to be" verbs:
Verb Name

Negative Marker

example:

existential

sa or ti

Kini sa ye
Kini ti ye
There is no rice

predicative

tε

Ninsi le dantan tε
A cow is not an
animal

descriptive

ma

A ma bo
It is not big

Attributive
use of la

sa or ti

Konko t'i la
Konko sa'i la
Hunger is not to you

predicative
use of bara

ma

N'ma kori
I have not become
tired
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Appendix IV: Common Contractions Anytime two vowel
sounds happen next to each other in a sentence, a contraction
usually occurs. The following is a table of some of the
common contractions.
1 i followed by a

contracts to a

E.g. N'di a san becomes N'd'a san
Often occurs with future tense marker di, future tense
negation ti, and hortatory marker ni.
2 a followed by a

contracts to a

E.g A ma a ta becomes A m'a ta
Often occurs with the past tense marker ka, perfect tense
marker bara and the negation marker ma.
3 a followed by i

contracts to long "i" sound

E.g. Ta i la bon na becomes Ta'i la bon na
4 a followed by y

contracts to long "i" sound

E.g. A yi bon na becomes A'yi bon na
5

Ͻ

followed by i
E.g. A lϽ i la
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contracts to "oi" sound
becomes A lϽ'i la
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